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Introduction
The growing recognition of the importance of cultural resources to
economic and broader community development agendas in cities
has been accompanied by the need for new planning tools and
assumptions to leverage and integrate these assets.
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The Detroit Cultural Mapping Project
In October 2011, The Kresge Foundation commissioned AuthentiCity and Millier Dickinson Blais to undertake the Detroit
Cultural Mapping Project. For purposes of this Introduction, cultural mapping can be defined as a systematic approach
to identifying, documenting and analyzing a community’s cultural resources.
Interest in the Detroit Cultural Mapping Project emerged in two contexts.
FIGURE 1: DETROIT CULTURAL MAPPING PROJECT’S CONTEXT
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The Detroit Program
Re-Imagining Detroit is an innovative, integrated place-based initiative undertaken by The Kresge Foundation’s Detroit
Program. The initiative is designed to help provide focus, strategy and alignment across a wide range of civic activities
focused on Detroit’s stabilization and revitalization. A fundamental premise of the initiative is that Detroit’s renewal will
depend on vertical alignment among local, State and federal interests and investments as well as horizontal alignment
based on new coalitions of public, private and non-profit sectors.
The initiative is rooted in nine ‘modules’ or areas of strategic planning and investment. Underpinning the nine modules
there are three cross-cutting strategies to support and accelerate Detroit’s progress. The overall framework for the project
is illustrated in Figure 2.
FIGURE 2: RE-IMAGINING DETROIT 2020
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Module 9: Detroit arts and
culture

Module Nine: Detroit arts and culture
The most direct connection between cultural asset mapping and the Re-Imagining Detroit agenda is its contribution to
Module Nine: Detroit arts and culture.
The module is based on a three-part strategy and guided by the following Visions.
1. A robust network of vibrant, relevant, and fiscally sound arts and cultural organizations actively contributing to the
vitality and identity of the City of Detroit and Southeast Michigan.
2. A community that values the important contribution artists make to the vibrancy of the city.
3. A city that recognizes the value of arts and creativity as evidenced by the integration of arts and artist-focused
components into a broad spectrum of community revitalization and improvement strategies.
The Detroit Cultural Mapping Project was launched based on the belief that cultural mapping had a contribution to make
to advance these visions and their supporting strategies. An underlying assumption, however, was that the project’s
greatest potential lay in its contribution to the third strategy listed above. More specifically, a stronger base of information
and analysis generated by the project could support progress on agendas across all nine modules. It has not been
possible, within the scope and context of this project, to examine specific connections to each module. Rather the project
has generated information and insights that can be shared with lead staff associated with each module as a point of
departure for conversations about opportunities and potential synergies.

The National Arts and Culture Program
The second context within which interest in the Detroit Cultural Mapping Project emerged is The Kresge Foundation’s
national Arts and Culture Program. Since 2009, the Arts and Culture Program has pursued a three-prong strategy.
1. Promoting sound capitalization practices for cultural institutions and sustainable facility management;
2. Boosting artists’ skills and resources to contribute to community life;
3. Integrating the arts and culture into effective community building.
At the intersection of the three strategic directions is the outcome of strong, vibrant communities.
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Cultural Asset Mapping and the national Arts and Culture Program
As a systematic approach to identifying and better understanding cultural assets in any community, cultural mapping can
contribute to all three strategies. Building a stronger base of information could advance the strategies in a variety of ways:








Providing supportive infrastructure – to support network building and to facilitate creative partnerships and
collaboration
Enabling cross-disciplinary connections – better information provides individuals and organizations working in
different disciplines with greater opportunities for creative synergies and new projects and activity
Connecting not-for-profit and commercial cultural activity – the cultural sector in many communities continue
to separate these two realms of activity, missing opportunities for mutual benefit; cultural mapping is premised on
a framework of cultural resources that integrates and aggregates creating a larger and more impactful base of
assets in any community
Supporting cultural value chain connections – stronger information to help connect individuals and
organizations active in all aspects of creation, production/manufacturing, marketing/distribution and consumption
or participation
Informing planning and community development agendas – mapping helps build a base of knowledge on
culture in communities to better inform a wide range of planning decision

Creative Placemaking
The national Arts and Culture Program is refocusing future work to engage more directly in arts as a community
revitalization tool, or Creative Placemaking. Creative Placemaking is an integrated and multidisciplinary approach to
connecting cultural resources to building authentic places (neighborhoods or districts in cities) that support civic
engagement and shared identity for residents. From a more formal planning perspective in cities, the contribution of
cultural resources to placemaking is closely tied to their role in improving and enhancing the public realm. The public
realm refers to the spaces in a city or neighborhood that are primarily in public ownership and generally used in everyday
life. This includes urban parks, open spaces, downtown public spaces, streetscapes and pedestrian or transit corridors. In
the public realm, culture is expressed through the design of place, the conservation and enhancement of natural and
cultural or built heritage and the enabling of social interactions and exchange. Public art plays (both formally
commissioned and community-based public art projects) an important role in public realm enhancements. A more
systematic identification and documentation of cultural resources through mapping is a powerful tool to support these
important agendas.
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Understanding Cultural Mapping
The growing recognition of the importance of cultural resources to economic and broader community development
agendas in cities has been accompanied by the need for new planning tools and assumptions to leverage and integrate
these assets. Cultural mapping emerged in this context. It is increasingly embraced as an essential planning and
economic development tool in cities internationally. Cultural mapping’s value lies in understanding it as an ongoing
process that provides insights into current conditions and provides benchmarks in time against which to assess progress.
Cultural mapping is an emerging discipline with no consensus on how it is defined and understood. For purposes of the
Detroit Cultural Mapping Project, mapping is defined as:

A systematic approach to identifying, recording, classifying and analyzing a community’s
cultural resources.
Cultural mapping addresses two kinds of assets.




Tangible Assets – identifying and recording physical (or tangible) cultural assets or resources
Intangible Assets – identifying and communicating important stories, traditions and other intangible assets
essential to a community’s cultural vitality

Uses of Cultural Mapping
Broadly speaking, uses of cultural mapping fall into three categories.

1.

Cultural Mapping to Inform Planning

Identifying and mapping cultural assets strengthens the base of information that can be employed to inform future
planning and decision-making in any city. For example:
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Land use planning – Mapping can inform zoning decisions by identifying existing concentrations of cultural
resources; planning for natural and cultural heritage conservation; leveraging cultural assets in support of
downtown redevelopment, enhancing the public realm through strong urban design and public art; and the
creation of enabling spaces for social interactions and exchange, among others
Economic planning/development – Mapping can help analyze strengths in creative cultural industries and
occupations and help track growth or decline in these industries or occupations over time; support cultural tourism
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strategies through a stronger knowledge base about local cultural resources and experiences; identify and
strengthen value chain networks and relationships among creative cultural enterprises, among others



2.

Social service planning – Mapping can identify gaps in cultural programs and facilities in underserved areas of a
community; help analyze potential co-relations between the existence and distribution of cultural resources and
demographic factors such as age, family income, race or ethnicity, among others

Cultural Mapping to Increase Community Awareness

Cultural mapping helps build consolidated databases of assets that in turn can be used to support marketing and
promotion of these assets to both residents and visitors/tourists. A growing number of cities are building interactive webbased maps or cultural ‘portals’ to broaden awareness and increase access to the community’s cultural resources.

3.

Cultural Mapping to Support Culture Sector Development

The cultural sector in most communities tends to be fragmented, with unnecessary and unproductive distinctions drawn
between different disciplines and types of cultural activity. Building a stronger base of information on cultural resources
supports culture sector development in a number of ways.





Enabling cross-disciplinary connections – better information on individuals and organizations working in
different disciplines generates opportunities for collaboration and creative synergies
Connecting not-for-profit and commercial cultural activity – the cultural sector in many communities continue
to separate these two realms of activity, again missing opportunities for collaboration and mutual benefit
Supporting cultural value chain connections – stronger information in individuals and organizations help
connect individuals and organizations engaged in all aspects of the cultural value chain of creation, production,
manufacturing, distribution and support of cultural products and services

Defining Cultural Resources
There is a myth that communities lack information on cultural resources. The reality is that a great deal of information
does exist but is unfortunately collected in different ways by different agencies. The first step in cultural mapping is
determining a consistent set of categories of cultural resources within which a wide range of existing information can be
consolidated. Figure 3 illustrates the Cultural Resource Framework (CRF) adopted for the Detroit Cultural Mapping
Project. The sub-categories or disciplines surrounding each major category are not definitive but simply meant to illustrate
the types and range of resources in that category.
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FIGURE 3: CULTURAL RESOURCE FRAMEWORK
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About This Report
The breadth and depth of challenges facing Detroit are well known. Yet in the face of these serious social, economic and
demographic challenges, there are many stories of renewal and hope. Emerging from the research and analysis
generated by the Detroit Cultural Mapping Project is a powerful story of the role creativity and culture are playing in
renewal and revitalization.
The content of this report is as follows.





Chapter One: The Creative Cultural Economy – this chapter includes a detailed statistical analysis of the larger
demographic and economic context for the project across the Tri-County region, including focused analysis of the
City of Detroit
Chapter Two: Detroit’s Cultural Assets – this chapter summarizes findings from the cultural asset mapping
process, examining current conditions and important trends related to cultural resources in Detroit
Chapter Three: Detroit’s Stories - this chapter focuses on stories from the creative cultural sector that
communicate the city’s creative vitality and that speak to the role of cultural resources play in generating the
social as well as economic capital central to revitalization

Chapter 1 : Detroit's
Creative Cultural
Economy
Defines the broad
demographic and
economic context for
the project
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Chapter 2: Detroit's
Cultural Assets
Summarizes findings
and conclusions from
mapping tangible
cultural resources in
the Detroit
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Chapter 3: Detroit's
Stories
Highlights intangible
cultural assets in
Detroit through
stories that speak to
the creative and
cultural vitality of
Detroit

Detroit's Cultural
Mapping Report

Chapter 1:
Detroit’s Creative
Cultural Economy
An analysis of demographic and creative economy trends
across the Tri-County region, and in Detroit more specifically,
provides context for the mapping of tangible and intangible
assets that form the focus of Chapters 2 and 3.
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1.1 Chapter Highlights
The Detroit Cultural Mapping Project has revealed palpable energy and excitement related to growth in creative cultural
enterprises and activity in Detroit. The data and analysis has showcased that Detroit and the larger Tri-County region are
on a decidedly different trajectory in terms of drivers in the local and regional economy that has prevailed in the past. An
important part of this new economic narrative is the creative cultural economy. Among the key findings drawn from the
data and analysis in this chapter are the following:










Detroit has a young population (under 25); this group currently represents over 1/3 of all Detroiters
Creative industries (broadly defined) led all other sectors in growth in the past decade in the Detroit TriCounty region economy and Michigan as a whole
Creative cultural occupations were among the most resilient jobs through the economic downturn
Cultural and cultural support occupations represent 3.4 % of the Detroit Tri-County economy, with 3.8%
growth in cultural occupations in the past 10 years
Designers (graphic and commercial) represent the highest number of creative cultural occupations,
followed by public relation specialists, librarians, and librarian technicians following
Creative cultural occupations in Detroit have a higher median income ($42,682) than the overall workforce
($23,397)
Detroit has a large number of jobs in the not-for-profit segment of the overall cultural sector
99% of all cultural industries in the Detroit Tri-County region are small-medium businesses – of which
78% are micro-entities

A number of themes emerge from these statistics and the analysis of this chapter as a whole.
The analysis revealed that the creative cultural sector represents a resilient segment of the overall economy, faring
much better than many other sectors over the last decade of economic setbacks. Detroit and the Tri-County saw growth in
creative cultural occupations during this decade, consistent with state and national trends. This resiliency is a strong
indication of the flexible of the creative cultural economy. Creative cultural workers have the versatility to work across the
public, private and non-profit sectors, as small-business owners or creative workers in large automotive industries. The
creative cultural sector also supports and advances a more diversified local and regional economy than has been the
case in the past.
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The sector has a significant economic impact, which warrants further study and analysis. Higher than average incomes
may also provide greater flexibility in where cultural workers decide to live and work in different parts of the city. This may
open up opportunities for renewal and revitalization of a range of neighborhoods and districts.
A key characteristic of the creative cultural economy in Detroit and the Tri-County is the dominance of small-medium
size businesses. Moreover, a major percentage of those creative cultural businesses can be classified as micro-entities
which range from small operations to home-based businesses. These enterprises rely heavily on strong entrepreneurial
talents and capacities, one important focus of Reimagining Detroit’s work.
These same micro-entities have relatively low barriers to entry in terms of capital and infrastructure, opening up more
employment opportunities for more people in the city. This is especially important given the high percentage of young
persons in Detroit.
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1.2 Introduction
The creative economy is an economy driven by knowledge and innovation - by people paid to think; it is as much about
architects as artists, programmers as potters, bohemians as brokers, entertainers as entrepreneurs. The creative
economy is industry-agnostic and employs creative workers who work across all industries and sectors.
The innovation and knowledge-based economy has become a major driver of economic growth in urban areas around the
world. As a result, the roles of cities and regions in a global economy are being redefined and reshaped. The
transformation that is emerging is as significant and as challenging as the transformation made from agriculture to
industry. Most significant is the move away from jobs based on physical activity or repetitive tasks to ones that require
analytical skills and judgment.
Central to this paradigm shift is the fact that creativity, knowledge, and innovation and access to information have become
the key to driving economic growth and promoting economic development in a globalized economy. Creativity in this
context refers to the formulation of new ideas and the application of these ideas to scientific inventions and technological
innovations and works of art across all aspects of today’s economy.
Understanding Detroit’s position in the creative economy is essential to how the city will position itself in a time of global
transformation. In the past, Detroit was a leading creative center in an industrial economy; today it is seen as a bystander
whose industry has been decaying for the past 50 years. If Detroit is to reimagine itself it will need to capitalize on the
fundamental shift in the economy.
This chapter provides a profile of Detroit through the following lenses:





Current Economic Lens
Creative Economic Lens
Creative Cultural Economic Lens

Data was collected from the Census Bureau, Bureau of Labor Statistics, and National Center for Education Statistics. The
data reflects periods from as early as 1999 and as recent as 2010. Due to limitations in certain data sets, this analysis
takes a broader look at Detroit as a region with the Tri-County region (hereby referred as the Detroit Tri-County).
The Detroit Tri-County region contains the counties of Macomb, Oakland and Wayne all of which border with and around
the City of Detroit. The Bureau of Labor Statistics covers this area through two Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs). This
report collected data from the Dearborn-Livonia-Detroit MSA and Warren-Troy-Farmington Hills MSA. These MSAs cover
the statistical area of all three counties in the Detroit Tri-County. The Census Bureau provides data at a municipal level
and county level. Any datasets that drew on Census Bureau data has Detroit as a single identity. Additionally, material
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has also been drawn from any relevant city, county, State and national government sources to provide a more
comprehensive understanding of the current economic performance in the Detroit Tri-County region.
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1.3 Current Conditions
Located in Southeast Michigan, the Detroit Tri-County region is the second largest U.S. metropolitan area connecting the
Great Lakes system to the Saint Lawrence Seaway. Historically, the region has been identified with its automotive
heritage, arts, entertainment, popular music and sports legacies. The area includes a variety of natural landscapes, parks,
and beaches with a recreational coastline linking the Great Lakes.

FIGURE 4: DETROIT TRI-COUNTY

1

The Detroit Tri-County region, ranks as the 9th most populous area of the United States, with a population of 3,859,872
as of the 2010 census, and an area of 1,967.1 square miles. This urbanized area covers the three counties of Wayne,
Oakland, and Macomb.
The Detroit Tri-County region has shown a net loss of approximately 218,000 (-5.4%) persons since 2000. This contrasts
with the City of Detroit, which has lost over a quarter (-26.2%) of its population in the same timeframe. The counties of
Macomb and Oakland recorded increases (6.2% and 2% respectively) suggesting that the net loss in the Tri-County
region is a direct result of Detroit’s declining population.
The State of Michigan showed hardly any change within the 10 year period (0.1%), while the nation saw approximately a
tenth of its population added (9.9%). Detroit’s loss and the surrounding counties gain is also a result of Detroiters
2
migrating from the city to the counties due to falling home prices in the counties .
When consideration is given to the age of Detroit’s population, the city comprises the lowest percent (36.8%) of persons
over the age of 44 and the highest percentage (30.5%) of persons under the age of 19. The over 44 age group in the tricounties represents an average of 42.2% of the total population.

1 US Census Bureau: List of Populations of Urbanized Areas http://www.census.gov/geo/www/ua/ua2k.txt
2 USA Today: Kurt Metzger quote http://www.usatoday.com/news/nation/census/2011-03-22-michigan-census_N.html
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US Census website

FIGURE 5: POPULATION GROWTH IN THE DETROIT TRI-COUNTY REGION

US Census Bureau, Census of Population (2000, 2010)

FIGURE 6: AGE STRUCTURE IN THE DETROIT TRI-COUNTY REGION

US Census Bureau, Census of Population (2010)

Figure 7 places the city’s changing demographic into broader context by illustrating the employment growth patterns
experienced in the Detroit Tri-County region from 2002-2007. In this 5 year span, manufacturing (-39.6%), arts,
entertainment, and recreation (-27.9%) and wholesale trade (-28.3%) experienced large employment losses in the City of
Detroit. These figures are expected to drop further, due to the large economic downturn. Two industry sectors have
posted gains in the 5 year span. Educational (41.9%) and Information Services (24.1%) both experienced the growth of
employment in the City of Detroit.
In comparison, the counties experienced growth in health care, social assistance, administrative and support services.
The increase in these industries can be a directly attributed to the growth in population of the counties.
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FIGURE 7: EMPLOYMENT GROWTH BY INDUSTRY IN THE DETROIT TRI-COUNTY REGION

US Census Bureau, Economic Census (2002, 2007)
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Educational attainment can also be an indicator of the health of local economy and the extent to which it can support
innovation. Figure 8 illustrates a difference between the counties and the City of Detroit.
Only 7% of Detroit’s population has obtained a bachelor’s degree. Wayne State University, while located in Detroit, has
one of the highest graduation gaps amongst white and black students in the nation (44% white students compared to 8%
3
black students graduate within 6 years) .

FIGURE 8: EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT IN THE DETROIT TRI-COUNTY REGION

US Census Bureau, American Community Survey (2010)

These results may be set to change as Wayne State University has begun to focus more on the graduation gap issue.
4
The university recorded 70% of freshmen returning for their second year in 2010, up from 2007 levels of 52% . Another
positive sign focuses on the College for Creative Studies in Detroit. In a period where employment is declining in almost
all industries, many young Detroiters are turning to the art and design programs offered by the College for Creative
Studies. The college has posted 11.1% growth in enrollment numbers from 2004-2009.

3 The Education Trust: Graduation Gap http://media.mlive.com/education_impact/photo/graduation-gapjpg-4437f761d67ece15.jpg
4 Bridge Magazine: Wayne State University: In a black-majority city, but one of the worst at graduating African-Americans
http://www.mlive.com/news/detroit/index.ssf/2012/02/at_wayne_st_easy_to_get_in_dif.html
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The ethnic composition of Detroit also stands in stark contrast to its neighboring counties. Detroit’s population is
overwhelmingly black, whereas Macomb, Oakland, and Wayne – without Detroit - counties’ residents are predominately
white. Interestingly, the area’s proportion of Asian residents is most heavily concentrated in Oakland at 6.4% which is
roughly four and half times greater than the proportional Asian population found in Detroit at 1.4%. Generally speaking,
the American Indian population is equally distributed across each jurisdiction.
In terms of individual income across Detroit Tri-County region, Oakland is the most affluent with nearly 20% of its
population earning $65,000 or more in 2010. Looking at Figure 10, it can be seen across the board that Detroit’s individual
income levels are the lowest in the Area. In fact, the majority of Detroit’s population earns less than $15,000 annually, with
23% of Detroit’s residents earning no income, and 37% of residents earning between $1 and $14,999.

FIGURE 9: ETHNIC BREAKDOWN IN THE DETROIT TRI-COUNTY REGION

US Census Bureau, Census of Population (2010)
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FIGURE 10: INDIVIDUAL INCOME IN THE DETROIT TRI-COUNTY REGION

US Census Bureau, American Community Survey (2010)

Home ownership can also be an indicator of a community’s economic performance. Across the State of Michigan
approximately 72% of residents owned their home in 2010. Within the Detroit Tri-County region, as illustrated in Figure
11, a similar rate of homeownership is evident, with the notable exception of Detroit. In Detroit, just over half of residents
own their home. This represents a significant disparity in levels of homeownership, with the gap between the City and
region exceeding 20%. Levels of homeownership are often linked to resident income levels and, while not fully
investigated in this report, this may very well be the case in Detroit.
In 2010, the State of Michigan’s unemployment rate was 15.1%, notably higher than the national unemployment rate of
10.8%. Figure 12 shows that in the same year, across the Detroit Tri-County region, unemployment rates were also
higher than the national average, but also highly variable between jurisdictions. Detroit’s rate of unemployment, for
example, was over 30%, which was double the rate experienced by the counties in the Area. Oakland showed the lowest
rates of unemployment at 12.9%, followed by Wayne (14.6%), and then Macomb (15.5%).

FIGURE 11: HOUSEHOLD OWNERSHIP IN DETROIT TRI-COUNTY

US Census Bureau, Census of Population (2010)
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FIGURE 12: UNEMPLOYMENT RATE IN DETROIT TRI-COUNTY

US Census Bureau, American Community Survey (2010)

1.4 The Creative Economy
The creative economy is about a major shift in the structure of the global economy - from one based on the production of
goods to a knowledge-based economy driven by ideas and innovation. Leveraging growth in the creative economy in the
City of Detroit requires us to look at local economies through three lenses (illustrated in the figures 13, 14, 19).
FIGURE 13: THE CREATIVE ECONOMY LENS

In the 1950s, there were more than 20 cities in the Northeastern and Midwestern United States with more than 450,000
5
people. The primary source of economic hardship for these places was the decline in the manufacturing sector with
6
occupations associated with this sector falling from over 40% of the workforce to approximately 25% .This was first
caused by the suburbanization of manufacturing and then by improvements in information technology, which made it easy
for business to relocate production to low cost jurisdictions. The long term effects of this decline have varied among the
US city regions. Some cities like Detroit have continued to decline since 1980, while others including San Francisco,
7
Boston and New York have been successful in growing both their population and incomes .
The automobile analogy has long been a favorite of economists and, in recent decades, a theory has emerged which
places people as the ‘motor’ force behind national and regional economic growth. Proponents of this view refer to it as the

5 Ponzetto, 2007
6 Florida, 2002
7 Ponzetto, 2007
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“human capital” theory of regional economic development. The traditional view of economic growth is that places grow
because they are endowed with natural resources or are located along a major transportation route. According to the
traditional approach, firm location is based on the comparison of cost and efficient use of physical capital in different
geographic locations. As a result, an economic playbook evolved made up of tax breaks and infrastructure construction to
attract business that is still in use by many policy makers in America today. In an economy based on human capital, these
cost factors are no longer keys to success. Instead, human capital theory argues that the key to regional growth is a
regions endowment of highly educated and productive people. This view has been substantiated by several studies that
have found that places with a greater endowment of human capital grow faster and are more attractive to talent.

“Regional growth is powered by creative people, who prefer places that are diverse, tolerant
and open to new ideas. Diversity increases the odds that a place will attract different types of
creative people with different skill sets and ideas. Places with diverse mixes of creative people
are more likely to generate new combinations…Greater and more diverse concentrations of
creative capital in turn lead to higher rates of innovation, high technology business formation,
job generation and economic growth.” 8
The people employed in creativity-oriented occupations are at the core of the creative capital theory. Creativity-oriented
occupations are high-autonomy jobs performed by workers who are paid to think – generate ideas and solve problems.
These groups of workers add economic value through the generation of new ideas and forms and are distinguished by
their specialized competences. Examples of Creativity Oriented Occupations include: artists, doctors, nurses, senior
managers and architects.

8 Florida, 2002
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1.4.1 Creative Industries
FIGURE14: THE CREATIVE INDUSTRIES & OCCUPATIONS LENS

The first level of analysis described in the section addresses the entire Detroit Tri-County region. Establishing this area as
a creative center is essential for the transformation of Southeast Michigan’s image. Here the idea of the creative economy
is elaborated both as an important base of understanding in and of itself but as a broader context within which to examine
the creative cultural sector in the Tri-County area. This analysis forms the second part of this Chapter.
Understanding the creative economy in terms of both occupational and industrial employment allows for a complete
understanding of the central role that creativity and culture have in economic development.
Figure 15 outlines the Tri-County’s position in the creative economy through an industry standpoint. The figure compares
the growth (1999-2009) and specialization of creative industries sectors against all other industries in Michigan. The
primary (industries that focus on knowledge-based occupations primarily) creative industry sectors comprise of:
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Arts and Entertainment
Education
Finance and Insurance
Health Care and Social Assistance
Information
Management
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
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The Detroit-Tri County’s creative industries have for the most part grown quite significantly in the past 15 years primarily
in the Health Care and Social Assistance Industry. It is also illustrated that they are the only industries outside of Food
Services and Transportation to post a growth rate over 1% in the last 15 years.

FIGURE 15: GROWTH AND SPECIALIZATION, CREATIVE INDUSTRIES VS OTHER INDUSTRIES, DETROIT TRI-COUNTY REGION

US Census Bureau, Michigan County Business Patterns (2010)

It is also clear that while the Tri-County does not specialize in a specific industry, it does carry an above average
proportion of creative industries compared to the rest of Michigan. An important node to note is that the only creative
sector to be below the state’s average is the Arts and Entertainment sector.
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1.4.2 Creativity in the Labor Force
As mentioned above, the creative economy is often defined according to occupations, in order to better reflect what work
people actually do. Though there are multiple definitions of creative work, a definition developed by Dr. Richard Florida
and Dean Roger Martin of the Rotman School of Management at the University of Toronto places creative occupations
within four broad types of work:






Creative occupations – the growing number of people who are paid to think. These include scientists and
technologists, artists and entertainers, and managers and analysts
Service occupations – where work involves little autonomy, and occupations are focused on the delivery of
services, including food-service workers, janitors, and clerks
Physical occupations – consisting of people who use physical skills and carry out relatively repetitive tasks,
such as tradespersons, mechanics, crane operators, and assembly line workers
Resource occupations (FFF) – consisting of occupations in fishing, farming and agriculture, forestry (FFF) and
mining

Each of these labor force classes is populated with occupational categories defined by the Standard Occupation
Classification (SOC) system. Appendix B contains a class breakdown of 2 digit SOCs. The creative class (first defined by
Richard Florida) is not just restricted to artists and entertainers; it encompasses a wide range of occupations that are
“paid to think‟ in education, business, management, law and health-related fields.
Figure 16 illustrates the trend of creative occupation labor force growth against the total labor force growth from 20002010 in the Detroit Tri-County region. As demonstrated by the graph, creative occupations began increasing in numbers
after 2003. This lasted until the 2008 downturn in the US economy where almost half of the creative occupation force in
the Detroit Tri-County was removed by 2010.
The compound annual growth rate in this 10 year period was -23.7% in creative occupations and a total labor force
decline of -17.5%. This does not bode well for a county trying to transform its image into a creative hub of thought,
however as Figure 17 illustrates the Tri-County region still has a higher percentage of creative workforce than the State’s
average.
Figure 17 offers a class breakdown of the labor force at the Tri-County, State and national level. While the Tri-County
(28%) is ahead of the State’s average (25%) in percentage of labor force that is of the creative class, it is still behind the
national average of 31%. Interesting to note is Michigan’s relatively low percentage of creative class workers, considering
the State is home to several high profile universities and colleges.
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FIGURE 16: CREATIVE OCCUPATIONS VS TOTAL LABOR FORCE, DETROIT TRI-COUNTY

US Bureau of Labor Statistics, Occupational Employment Statistics (2010)

FIGURE 17: LABOR FORCE BY OCCUPATIONAL CLASS

US Bureau of Labor Statistics, Occupational Employment Statistics (2010)

As might be expected, creative class workers enjoy a significant wage premium as a result of the education they have and
the kind of work they do. Figure 18 compares the share of each class’s labor force to its share of total income between
the Tri-County, state and nation. From this, it can be seen that the creative class is pulling in between 63-65% of total
employment income despite being responsible for less than a third of the total labor force. This is significant from an
economic development perspective as well; it implies that creative workers both generate and inject more wealth into the
local economy than workers in other occupational classes.
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FIGURE 18: SHARE OF TOTAL EMPLOYMENT INCOME BY OCCUPATIONAL CLASS

US Bureau of Labor Statistics, Employment Income Statistics (2010)
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1.5 The Creative Cultural Economy
FIGURE 19: THE CREATIVE CULTURAL INDUSTRIES & OCCUPATIONS LENS

The Cultural Economy comprises that element of the economy in which cultural expression and aesthetic value are
driving elements of the work produced. Examining this subset of occupations and industries further focuses the broader
creative economy discussion presented above, and allows for a clearer picture of the depth and breadth of cultural output
in the community.

1.5.1 Creative Cultural Occupations
Creative cultural occupations are defined in various ways. This creative cultural economy analysis utilizes a definition from
New England Foundation of the Arts’ (NEFA) Framework for the Creative Economy that focuses more exclusively
on occupations that are directly related to cultural production, accumulated into the following two categories:




Creative and artistic production occupations, including architects, designers, writers, performing artists, visual
artists, and artisans
Heritage collection and preservation occupations, including librarians, curators and archivists

The NEFA framework also further defines a group of culture support occupations. These occupations directly service or
support cultural creation and production. They are broadly defined in these three categories:
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Technical and operational occupations, including drafting technicians, camera operators, broadcasters, and
other technicians and technologists
Manufacturing occupations, including film processing, printing and binding operators, and camera & plate
makers

Appendix C contains a further breakdown of creative cultural occupations.
In addition to the analysis, it must be noted that much of the cultural sector particularly the non-profit sector defies
accurate capture by standard statistical measurements. There are many ways in which the human resources engaged in
cultural activities and the resulting financial output “fly below the statistical radar”. Examples include:







Cultural activities that are carried out by organizations (such as performing arts groups) that do not have full-time
employees, but operate with volunteers, part-time staff or casual/seasonal employees
Cultural activities that are carried out part-time or casually by individuals who work full time in an occupation
unrelated to culture. Even though it may be a secondary source of income, it is not being reported as the main
source of income, and therefore “not captured” statistically, either from the income perspective, or from the
occupation perspective
Cultural activities that could operate as a business, but are not regarded as such by the “owner”, and therefore
not registered with a business number
Self-employment in the cultural sector, which may not be captured as such on census or other reporting forms

As a result, it is known that any quantitative data available for analysis would under-estimate the economic impacts of
cultural activity, especially activity that is produced by individuals and smaller, community-based non-profit organizations.
In addition to these difficulties, quantitative analysis cannot capture the social value of cultural activities. This is a
statistical challenge in an area such as Tri-County region where there is an existing concentration of smaller and
community-based non-profit cultural organizations. Undertaking a cultural mapping project initiative is a great first step in
assisting in the capture of the number and geography of non-profit cultural organizations.
Figure 20, examines the change in cultural, cultural support and total labor force between 1999 and 2010. It appears that
while there was a decline in total labor force occupations (-17.5%), cultural occupations fared reasonably well. In fact,
cultural occupations posted a positive growth of 3.8% showing resiliency throughout the recession of 2008-2009. This
positive growth reflects well to the fact that the creative cultural sector has a greater resiliency to recessions that have
shown to drastically affect other creative occupations in the Tri-County.
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FIGURE 20: DETROIT TRI-COUNTY CULTURAL AND CULTURAL SUPPORT OCCUPATIONS VS TOTAL LABOR FORCE

US Bureau of Labor Statistics, Occupational Employment Statistics (2010)

While the creative cultural workers do not make up a large percentage of the total labor force, Figure 21 illustrates that the
Tri-County and state are above the national average. In particular, the Tri-County’s cultural support occupations are
above the state’s average, suggesting that the Tri-County has a higher concentration of cultural support jobs available.
Figure 22 illustrates a different picture. While the cultural occupations in the Tri-County grew 3.8% it was much lower than
the state’s average (8.6%) and national (10.6%). This further supports the notion that cultural occupations have a higher
resiliency to recessions than other creative occupations.
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FIGURE 21: DETROIT TRI-COUNTY'S TOTAL LABOR FORCE IN CULTURAL

FIGURE 22: DETROIT TRI-COUNTY'S TOTAL CULTURAL AND CULTURAL

AND CULTURAL SUPPORT OCCUPATIONS

SUPPORT OCCUPATIONS GROWTH RATE

US Bureau of Labor Statistics, Occupational Employment Statistics (2010)

US Bureau of Labor Statistics, Occupational Employment Statistics (2010)

Some of the top cultural occupations driving growth in the Tri-County region include: Graphic Designers by 2,250 jobs and
Commercial Designers by 2,180 jobs. High employment in these occupations suggests that the Tri-County is an area in
9
which the design industry has taken a particular interest in. Graphic designers grew 13.6% from 2005-2010 while
Commercial and Industrial Designers have fallen 52% in the same timeframe, suggesting a shift of industrial design to
graphic design in the Detroit Tri-County design industry.
The top cultural support occupation belongs to Restaurant Cooks with 13,210 jobs counted for in 2010. This is an
10
increase of 17.8% from 2005. The significant growth in this occupation is of note. Restaurant Cooks represents over

9 US Bureau of Labor Statistics, Occupational Employment Statistics (2010)
10 Ibid
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50% of the total share of the top 10 cultural support occupations in the Detroit Tri-County region and indicates an
opportunity for the region to build a greater understanding of the needs of this occupational group to continue growing.
The top 10 cultural occupations are listed in Figure 23.
FIGURE 23: TOP 10 CULTURAL AND CULTURAL SUPPORT OCCUPATIONS IN THE DETROIT TRI-COUNTY

US Bureau of Labor Statistics, Occupational Employment Statistics (2010)

Figures 24 and 25 examine the cultural worker at a municipal level. Examining the median earnings of the cultural
workforce at the municipal and county level has delivered some interesting notes. Figure 24 illustrates that the City of
Detroit’s cultural workforce makes significantly less than the counties that border it. The median earning for a cultural
worker in Detroit is $42,682 a difference of $8,000-$15,000 less than the counties, state and nation. The median earning
for the average worker has a similar difference of $9,000-$17,000 less than the counties, state and nation. This suggests
that regardless of industry a worker in Detroit will make 14%-26% less than his or her counterpart in the counties. This
does not bode well in attracting creative cultural talent to the City of Detroit.
Figure 25 explores the type of employer that exists in the cultural workforce. This ranges from non-profit employees, for
profit employees, government, and self-employed employees. As expected the City of Detroit has a high percentage of
cultural workers (39.6%) in government related positions. This is a direct result of several public institutions and entities
situated in the city. Interestingly enough Detroit also has the highest percentage of cultural workers (19.1%) in non-profit
businesses. This is also a direct result of several non-profit institutions residing in Detroit instead of the counties
surrounding it. The cultural workforce in the counties (Wayne, Macomb and Oakland) is primarily working for for-profit
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businesses (49%-56% of the total cultural workforce). These disparities between the types of employers the cultural
workforce works for would have a direct reflection on the earnings the workforce would make.
FIGURE 24: DETROIT CULTURAL WORKFORCE - MEDIAN EARNINGS

US Census Bureau, American Community Survey (2010)

FIGURE 25: DETROIT CULTURAL WORKFORCE: TYPE OF EMPLOYER

US Census Bureau, American Community Survey (2010)

1.5.2 Creative Cultural Industries
Having established an understanding of the creative cultural economy in the Detroit Tri-County region premised on the
occupational labor force, it is also important to understand what creative cultural industries exist within the region.
Creative cultural industries are those in which cultural expression and aesthetic value drive the output, in terms of
products or services, which in turn generate wealth.
The creative cultural industries analysis has taken into consideration the New England Foundation for the Arts’
Cultural Sector Framework to define a set of creative cultural industries (appendix D). The frameworks identified that the
creation of goods and services that are “cultural” involves a series of inter-connected processes – which can be referred
to as “the creative value chain”. The creative value chain considers all the industries involved in the creation, production,
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manufacturing, distribution and support of creative cultural output as cultural industries. These categories can be further
defined as:







Creation – These are establishments involved in the development of a creative artistic idea. This would include,
for instance, independent artists, writers and performers
Production – These include establishments involved primarily in the act or process of producing a creative good
or service that can be readily identified. Goods are tangible (books, magazines, sound recording) while services
are intangible (concerts, theater performances, or exhibitions at an art gallery)
Manufacturing – These are establishments involved in the mass reproduction of culture core goods (film
duplication, printing, visual arts posters) from a master copy. They can be distinguished from those engaged in
production as they do not add value to the culture content of these goods.
Distribution – These include establishments that distribute core culture goods, the mass distribution of visual arts
and photography to a variety of players such as wholesalers and retailers, radio and television broadcasters, or
the internet
Support Activities – In addition, there are activities related to culture that help to finance or support creation and
production (copyright collectives, agents, managers, promoters)

While the creative cultural occupations have shown resiliency against the recession’s impact the same cannot be said of
cultural industries, particularly the industries that distribute, manufacture and create cultural goods and services. Figure
26 illustrates the growth and specialization of these cultural industries by the creative value chain. As seen,
Manufacturing, Creation and Distribution all have experienced a decline of over 20% in the time span of 1999-2009. Only
support services have been able to post a small growth of 2.4% in the same time span.
Cultural industries fared much better (in that they did not decline as drastically) at the state level when compared to the
Tri-County region. Interesting to note is that cultural production industries posted a decline of 1.3% at the Tri-County level
but a 10.6% growth across the state. This may be due to the Tri-County having a lower average of production industries
than other regions across the state.
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FIGURE 26: GROWTH AND SPECIALIZATION, CREATIVE VALUE CHAIN, DETROIT TRI-COUNTY REGION

US Census Bureau, Michigan County Business Patterns (2009)

Figure 27 examines the number of establishments and employee size within the creative value chain industries in the
Detroit Tri-County region. As illustrated the Tri-County contains over 3,000 cultural industries, employing thousands of
southwest Michiganders. Creation industries account for 30.6% (~1,000) of all cultural industries in the Tri-County region.
Over half of these are taking place in the Oakland County which also boasts the only creation industry that employs over
1,000 creative workers in the Tri-County region. This significant stat is important to continue the development of creative
artistic ideas in the Tri-County region and Michigan.
The creation industries are also strongly supported by the production, distribution and support activity industries that
account for 61% of all cultural industries. This strong support of the development of creative artistic ideas will help market,
distribute and produce these cultural goods and services to not only the Tri-County region but globally as well.
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FIGURE 27: CREATIVE VALUE CHAIN: NUMBER OF ESTABLISHMENTS AND EMPLOYEE SIZE IN THE DETROIT TRI-COUNTY REGION

US Census Bureau, Michigan County Business Patterns (2009)

The other aspect that Figure 27 provides is the employee size of these cultural industries. 99% of all cultural industries in
the Tri-County region are small-medium businesses (employ less than 250 people) - of these 78% are micro-entities
(employ less than 10 people).
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1.6 Mapping the Creative Cultural Economy
Map 1 offers a breakdown of resident income per capita by census tract. The map showcases the relationship that cultural
assets have with residential income. Assets for the most part are largely located within affluent census tracts. This
relationship can be seen on the map in two specific locations. The area around Woodward Corridor and the waterfront
showcase higher income values, whereas the area to the northeast of Woodward Corridor showcases minimal cultural
activity and low income values.
MAP 1: PER CAPITA INCOME VS CREATIVE CULTURAL ASSETS (LARGER INSERT IN APPENDIX E)
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By comparing the employment and resident patterns of cultural workers to the total workforce, Maps 2-5 give some
indication of where social contexts supportive of cultural work might be found. Maps 2-3 show that the employment
patterns of cultural workers are similar to those of the overall workforce. Both groups tend to work along the Woodward
Corridor and in a few employment districts outside the downtown core.
Where cultural workers strongly differ from the overall workforce is in their residential patterns (Maps 4-5). The general
workforce tends to live on the outskirts of the city core. By contrast, cultural workers are more inclined to live closer to the
downtown core with a stronger concentration adjacent to the Woodward Corridor.
Additional relationships can be created when cultural assets from Chapter 3 are inserted in the analysis. In this case it can
be seen that the cultural workforce tends to live where the greatest concentration of cultural assets are located, which are
also the locations of work. This suggests that cultural workers tend to live and work in the same location, ideally further
creating cultural scenes within the area.
MAP 2: TOTAL WORKFORCE – WHERE THEY WORK
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MAP 3: CULTURAL WORKFORCE – WHERE THEY WORK

MAP 4: TOTAL WORKFORCE – WHERE THEY LIVE
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MAP 5: CULTURAL WORKFORCE – WHERE THEY LIVE

Chapter 2:
Detroit’s Cultural
Assets
The database and maps generated by the project provide
important insights into the many factors contributing to a
robust arts and cultural ecosystem.
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2.1 Chapter Highlights
A number of findings can be highlighted in this chapter.







The identification and spatial location of public-sector, non-profit and for-profit cultural institutions and
enterprises provide important insights (and potential strategies) to strengthen critical interdependencies
necessary to a robust and sustainable cultural ecology or ecosystem
Findings from the asset mapping confirm conclusions from Chapter 1 regarding the remarkable strength
of the design sector in the city
The importance of cultural resources not only to economic growth but to placemaking – and the
interdependence of the two
Clear confirmation of the dominance of the Woodward Corridor as core cultural district and primary
engine of the creative cultural economy in Detroit
The data also revealed shortcoming in data collection in two areas: Festivals and Events and those more
grassroots and neighborhood-based cultural activities that are hard to identify drawing on formal data
sources; further work is required in both areas

The interdependencies and connections across public-sector, non-profit and for-profit cultural activity is essential to
a robust arts and cultural ecosystem. However, they also point to the capacity of creative cultural activity in Detroit to
advance social as well as economic objectives and to building social and economic capital as critical ingredients in
Detroit’s renewal.
The strength of the design industry has long been known and acknowledged in Detroit. Institutions such as the College
for Creative Studies are making major contributions to building on and extending this critical sector. The important
message communicated by the strength of the design community in terms of our understanding of the cultural sector is
that these jobs exist across the economy – in auto manufacturing as much as publishing or other ‘cultural’ enterprises.
Too often the cultural sector is viewed as a ‘closed system.’ The strength of design helps dispel this misconception and in
so doing also makes it possible to argue the larger and more pervasive role of creators in the economy. From an
advocacy standpoint, these are powerful arguments to be able to make with government and funding agencies.
The overall dominance of the Woodward Corridor as Detroit’s creative cultural hub was no surprise. Initiatives such as
the Detroit Creative Corridor Center are developing and implementing important initiatives to leverage this concentration
of assets and activity. Representatives from this initiative may have important ideas and recommendations about how the
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mapping work begun through the Detroit Cultural Mapping Project could be broadened and deepened to support these
efforts.
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2.2 Leading Practice in Cultural Asset Mapping
Earlier it was noted that three broad uses or applications of cultural mapping can be identified:





Cultural Mapping to Inform Planning and Community Development
Cultural Mapping to Increase Community Awareness
Cultural Mapping to Support Culture Sector Development

The following is a sample of leading practices drawn from the United States and Canada that speak to each of these
applications.

2.2.1 Cultural Mapping to Inform Planning and Community Development
Hennepin Avenue, Minneapolis
The National Endowment for the Arts provided a $200,000 grant to the Hennepin Theater Trust in Minneapolis to support
a planning process for the revitalization of Hennepin Avenue as a cultural corridor, which will include a cultural mapping
exercise. The cultural mapping exercise will engage neighborhood groups, arts organizations, institutions and the
business community to help develop the plan for Hennepin Avenue.
http://www.nea.gov/grants/recent/11grants/Our-Town.html

Philadelphia and the Social Impact of Arts
The Reinvestment Fund (TRF), in collaboration with the Social Impact of the Arts Project at the University of Pennsylvania
and the City of Philadelphia’s Office of Arts, Culture and the Creative Economy are creating an interactive online tool that
will map neighborhood cultural assets with other relevant indices including demographic diversity, housing quality,
affordability and market vitality, access and quality of public transportation and environmental quality. The online tool will
allow the city to: identify spatial clusters of emerging creative activity to facilitate public and private investment in specific
neighborhoods, promote the city as a “location of choice” through the locational display of cultural assets and advocate for
new financial and capacity building tools organized around creative sector activity.
http://www.artplaceamerica.org/articles/philadelphia/
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From the Ground Up: Growing Toronto’s Cultural Sector
From the Ground Up: Growing Toronto’s Cultural Sector, released in 2011, provides new tools for identifying and
visualizing geographic patterns of Toronto’s cultural resources. The report presents detailed maps of cultural jobs,
businesses and facilities in the City and reveals areas of cultural concentration and latent potential for cultural
development. A multidisciplinary team of seven project partners collaborated to leverage an existing cultural facilities
database, build on a history of cultural mapping, use Statistics Canada census data, and develop new maps and ‘new
ways of seeing behind the maps’. The project represents a new model for visualizing local cultural resources through a
‘Cultural Location index’ (described below) and comparing relative sizes of the cultural economy across the City’s census
tracts.
http://www.toronto.ca/culture/culture_maps.htm

The Martin Prosperity Institute’s Cultural Location Index
As one of the contributors to From the Ground Up: Growing Toronto’s Cultural Sector, the Martin Prosperity Institute
developed a ‘Cultural Location Index’ (CLI). The CLI is an innovative tool to quantify the cultural economy within a City. It
illustrates the concentration of the cultural activity in the City of Toronto, including:





The share of artists and cultural workers living in a census tract
The share of cultural workers working in a census tract
The number of cultural facilities in that census tract, and the type of facility

Data for the cultural activity described above is collected, then combined with the results of the cultural resource mapping
inventory and geocoded. Each census tract scores between 0 and 1 on the CLI. For example, the census tract with the
highest level of cultural activities in Toronto scored 0.97 on the CLI, with 21 percent of its residents employed in cultural
occupations along with 18 percent of its workforce. The census tract also hosts 13 cultural facilities. The CLI provides a
consistent and comparable form of measurement by which the impact of strategic and planning decisions on a City’s
cultural activity can be objectively evaluated or quantified.
http://martinprosperity.org/insights/insight/measuring-cultural-intensity
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2.2.2 Cultural Mapping to Increase Community Awareness
Bermuda Cultural Mapping Project
The Bermuda Cultural Map was initiated by The Performing Arts Centre Project as part of its ongoing exploration into the
identity and diversity of Bermuda’s cultural landscape. Through multimedia enriched web-based maps, the cultural map
offers free, comprehensive information on local cultural resources for residents and visitors. Once created, listings for
cultural organizations and activities are continuously expanded and updated locally. Each profile can include marketing
messages, contact information, directions, and links to websites, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and other social media
tools in one integrated listing. The Map is managed by an Administrator who supports communication among all groups
and contacts in the system. The map is marketed to all stakeholders through a campaign entitled, “Are You on the Map?”
http://bermudaculturalmap.org

Newmarket Cultural Mapping Project
This interactive GIS-based cultural map is a special application built to run on the Town of Newmarket’s existing GIS
infrastructure. The advantage is leveraging an addition use and application built on existing investment in the
technologies. The public interface allows the user to select assets based on categories, pushpins, or search bar functions.
Each asset includes a name, address, phone, email and if applicable website link. The tool allows for community input
and suggestions about additional resources or community stories. The “make a suggestion” function allows the user to
identify and describe a new cultural resource or add or update information on existing cultural assets. Community input is
vetted through an internal process before it is published to the public map, but the tool is a powerful means of engaging
the community in broadening and deepening information on local culture. The tool enables municipal staff to manage and
add data on an ongoing basis, drawing on the expertise of different departments (e.g., cultural heritage, creative cultural
industries, festivals and events, etc.)
http://www.43northgis.com/NewmarketCulture

City of Memories – New York City
This powerful cultural map focuses on the intangible cultural assets of community stories. There are two types of
community stories:
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Curated stories – specific stories the project identified and commissioned for the map
Un-curated stories – unsolicited stories from the community about their own memories
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While there are a growing number of public access portals (many developed as tourism marketing and promotion tools),
this mapping initiative speaks to the power of stories and works as an engine of community engagement of civic pride.
http://www.cityofmemory.org/map/index.php

2.2.3 Cultural Mapping to Support Culture Sector Development
Bay Area Cultural Asset Mapping
The Bay Area Cultural Asset Map is a one-year pilot project that is currently under development. The output will be webbased mapping tools that collects and analyzes information to help the Hewlett Foundation better understand who is
making art, where it’s happening, which is benefitting from or participating in art making, and how the ecosystem is being
supported. Although the tool will be primarily used internally during the pilot phase, the ultimate vision is to create a
publicly available resource that allows other funders, policy makers, arts organizations (non-profit and commercial),
artists, and the general public to understand and access the diverse cultural landscape of the San Francisco Bay Area.
http://www.effectivephilanthropy.org/blog/2010/09/investing-in-data/

Philly Space Finder
Philly Space Finder is a web-based tool which allows users to find spaces for their special event, rehearsal, performance,
audition, meeting, class, etc. The site allows users to search for spaces by different event categories and neighborhood.
The venues are then mapped onto Google maps and listed with the names, address and dimensions of the venue.
http://www.phillyspacefinder.com/

Mapping Artists and Cultural Workers in Canada’s Large Cities
In February 2010, a study was prepared by Hill Strategies Research and collaboratively funded by the City of Toronto, the
City of Vancouver, the City of Calgary, the City of Ottawa and the Ville de Montréal. The study provides unique and
substantial insights about each City’s cultural communities. The study provides an analysis of artists and cultural workers
in 48 categories who are residing in various postal regions and neighborhoods in Toronto, Montreal, Ottawa, Calgary and
Vancouver for 2006. Collectively, 53,500 artists in these five large cities represent 38 per cent of all artists in Canada. The
analysis of cultural workers by neighborhood confirms the belief that artists and cultural workers tend to reside in the
same neighborhoods.
http://www.hillstrategies.com/docs/Mapping_artists.pdf
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2.3 Cultural Asset Mapping Methodology
This section describes the methodology used to complete the (tangible) cultural asset mapping component of the Detroit
Cultural Mapping Project. The consultants wish to acknowledge the invaluable contributions made to the asset mapping
process by four Data Partners: Data Driven Detroit, the Cultural Alliance for Southeast Michigan, the Detroit Creative
Corridor Center and ArtServe Michigan. The core project team at The Kresge Foundation also made important
contributions to the data collection process.

2.3.1 Data Sources
The range of data sources used for different categories of cultural resources is set out in Figure 29.
FIGURE 29: DATA SOURCES

Cultural Industries

Facilities and Spaces

Festivals and Events

Natural Heritage

Community
Organizations

infoUSA

infoUSA

Michigan Festivals and Events
Association

National Register of Historic Places

National Parks Service Register

Michigan Cultural Data Project

Michigan Cultural Data Project

American Association of Museums

City of Detroit

Michigan Cemeteries Sources

Association of Zoos and Aquariums

City of Detroit

Michigan Council for Arts and
Cultural Affairs

Archives of Michigan

Pure Michigan

Michigan Historic Preservation
Network

Michigan Natural Resources
Department

National Congress of American
Indians

American Institute of Architects
Detroit

Pure Michigan

Michigan Film Office

City of Detroit

Michigan Farm Market Directory

Michigan Department of Education

Michigan Film Office

Library of Michigan

Detroit1701.org

City of Detroit

Michigan Council of Arts and Culture
Affairs

American Association of Museums

Art Detroit Now

Michigan Association of Broadcasters
Library of Michigan
Art Detroit Now
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2.3.2 Data Limitations
It is important to note that formal government statistics (only one source of data informing cultural mapping) do not
capture the full range of cultural industries and occupations. For example, there are many individuals involved in cultural
work, either on a volunteer or part-time basis that “flies below the statistical radar”. Examples include:



Cultural activities carried out by organizations (such as performing arts groups) that do not have full-time
employees, but operate with volunteers, part-time staff, or casual/seasonal employees

•
•






The full complement of human resources would not be captured in this case, whereas the number of
employees would be captured by other more traditional economic activities
If the organization or activity is not formally registered as a business for tax purposes

Cultural activities that are carried out part time or casually by individuals who work full-time in an occupation
unrelated to culture. Even though it may be a secondary source of income, it is not being reported as the main
source of income and therefore “not captured” statistically either from the income perspective or from the
occupation perspective
Cultural activities that could operate as a business but are not regarded as such by the “owner” and therefore not
registered with a business number
Self-employment in the cultural sector may not be captured as such on census or other reporting forms

As a result, we know that any quantitative data available for analysis would under-estimate the economic impacts of
cultural activity, especially activity that is produced by individuals and smaller community-based non-profit organizations.
In addition to these difficulties, quantitative analysis cannot capture the social value of cultural activities.
In all cultural asset mapping projects, the most difficult information to collect relates to more grassroots, neighborhoodbased cultural organizations and activities. This information seldom appears in formal data sources and can only be
effectively collected through direct contact with those individuals and organizations. Chapter 3: Detroit Stories capture
examples of some of the assets and activity in support of the data. In moving forward to build out the cultural asset
mapping completed during the project, careful consideration will need to be given to strategies and methods to gather this
important information so vital to the cultural ecology in any community.
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2.3.3 Data Collection and Review Process
Initial Data Collection
The initial data source accessed for the Detroit Cultural Mapping Project was InfoUSA a data aggregate that draws data
from two main sources: available government statistics and local Yellow Pages. The information gathered from this and
subsequent sources are basic or ‘tombstone’ data such as:








Name (of organization or asset)
Street address and postal code
Telephone number/ Fax number
Contact person
Website address (if available)
Latitudinal and Longitudinal coordinates

The data was collected and organized in a simple Excel spreadsheet as illustrated in Figure 29.
FIGURE 29: CULTURAL DATABASE COLLECTION SPREADSHEET

Adding and Reviewing Local Data Sources
After the initial data was collected, the consultants proceeded to search local business directories in Detroit combined with
Google searches to extend the initial data received from InfoUSA. This work consisted of searching for new assets
together with filling in missing ‘tombstone’ data. This new data was integrated and reviewed by the consultants.
Review by Data Partners
This initial database compiled by the consultants was then distributed to the four Data Partners for their review. The
Partners were asked to review the data from 3 perspectives.
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Data to be deleted – for assets that no longer existed or fell outside the CRF and scope of the project
Data to be re-assigned – to indicate based on better knowledge of a particular organization or asset, the more
appropriate category or classification
Data to be added – based on their knowledge of the local and regional creative cultural sector to identify and
classify new assets

There is no substitute for local knowledge in undertaking cultural mapping. In addition to their role in correcting existing
data, the Data Partners identified an additional 400+ assets across all categories.
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2.4 Asset Mapping Findings
2.4.1 Overview
As noted earlier, the Detroit Cultural Mapping Project marks the beginning not the end of cultural mapping efforts and
activity in Detroit. What the project has done is to establish a solid baseline of data captured in a consistent set of
categories that can be broadened and deepened over time.
The chart below summarizes the results of this baseline mapping of tangible cultural assets across the seven categories.
The numbers in brackets represent the total number of assets identified in each of the seven categories. The specific subcategories listed for each represent the largest numbers of assets in each category.
FIGURE 30: SUMMARY OF BASELINE MAPPING FINDINGS
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2.4.2 Mapping Cultural Assets City-Wide
Cultural mapping is not simply about creating databases of assets but being able to spatially map these assets using
Geographic Information Systems (GIS). Data Driven Detroit produced the range of maps depicting different data and
illustrating various types of analysis that appear in the remainder of this report.
In producing city-wide maps the decision was made to collapse a number of categories. The following maps illustrate:







Cultural Industries – cultural organizations or enterprises differentiated by for-profit and not-for-profit to illustrate
the mix and balance of the two categories and to determine if their spatial distribution in the City revealed insights
into Detroit’s overall cultural ecology; these are also the assets that can be assessed most directly in terms of
their economic impacts
(Smaller) Community-Based Cultural Organizations – again, both for-profit and not-for-profit
Cultural Facilities and Spaces - both for-profit and not-for-profit; a range of these assets were captured in this
category as well as under Cultural Industries (e.g., a library that serves as both a cultural organization and a
space for other community use)
Cultural Heritage, Natural Heritage and Festivals and Events – these three categories were mapped together
based on an assumption that collectively they had important roles to play in placemaking and public realm
enhancements

City-wide maps of each of these categories are found in the upcoming sections.
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Creative Cultural Industries (a larger version of the maps can be found in Appendix E)
The findings for Creative Cultural Industries demonstrate Detroit’s strength in Design Services that represent almost twice
as many assets as those found in the next category of Commercial Art Galleries. The strength of the design industry is
consistent with the analysis of the creative cultural economy in Chapter 1. While the map reveals that Creative Cultural
Industries are found across the City, it confirms the heaviest concentration in the Woodward Corridor. A more detailed
analysis of the Corridor is found later in this chapter and connects directly to the goals and outcomes sought through
Module 5: Anchor institutions: Woodward creative corridor.
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Cultural Spaces and Facilities
As previously noted, many Cultural Spaces and Facilities are non-profit enterprises that are also captured as assets in
Creative Cultural Industries. The Woodward Corridor is again home to high concentrations of these Spaces and Facilities
and to other important public institutions such as Wayne State University.
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Community Cultural Organizations
An acknowledged weakness in the data lies in this category of community-based cultural groups and activities. Many of
these organizations are vital cultural resources operating at a neighborhood level but are difficult to capture through
formal data sources. AuthentiCity has evolved a community-based methodology for generating this information that
begins with the documentation of existing data in easy-to-use workbooks to support community forums involving key
stakeholders. This can be supplemented by survey tools and social media.
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Cultural Heritage, Natural Heritage, Festivals and Events (Placemaking and Public Realm Assets)
Detroit is home to a remarkable architectural heritage amply demonstrated by findings in this cluster of three categories of
cultural assets contributing to placemaking and public realm enhancements in the city. Not surprisingly, the bulk of
individual Built Heritage Properties and Heritage District are located in the historic core of the city. Findings also confirm
the substantial investment made in Detroit over many years in Public Art and Monuments, long acknowledged as
important to enhancing the public realm and enriching people’s experience of place in the city.
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2.4.3 Cultural Districts and Corridors
The point of cultural mapping is not simply to create databases of cultural resources. Instead, it is to spatially map those
resources that provide insights into patterns and to enable cultural resources to be better integrated with land use and
other important place-based planning processes. Key to this is identifying areas of concentration or clusters of cultural
activity. Therefore, a second step after collecting and mapping cultural assets across the city was to look identify those
patterns of concentrations and to map and examine them in more detail. The analysis that follows is simply a start in
examining these issues.
Not surprisingly, the overwhelming concentration of assets in the Woodward Corridor made it one obvious district to
study. Beyond the Woodward Corridor, the city-wide map did not reveal any major concentrations of assets that
suggested an obvious second district. Based on discussions with the Core Project Team for The Kresge Foundation, as
well as comments by the Data Partners, it was anticipated the data would reveal a concentration of assets in Southwest
Detroit, a vital and emerging area home to a significant immigrant and Latino population with a range of small and exciting
entrepreneurial enterprises. The data unfortunately did not bear out this expectation. A potential explanation is that much
of this activity is made up of emerging groups that were not captured adequately given the data sources available to the
project. City-wide maps did demonstrate a lightly higher concentration of assets in the Northwest Seven Mile District
which as a result was identified as the second district to map and assess.
While the initial decision was to consider the Woodward Corridor as a whole, a closer examination of the mix of assets in
Midtown and Downtown, led the decision to divide the Corridor into two.
The three districts and boundaries identified are illustrated in Figure 31 described below





Northwest Seven Mile District (RED) - Boundaries: to the North - 8 Mile; to the East - Woodward Avenue; to the
South - McNichols Road; and to the West - Southfield Freeway
Downtown Woodward (YELLOW) - Boundaries: to the North - Fisher Freeway; to the East - Chrysler Freeway;
to the South - Detroit River; and to the West - Lodge Freeway
Midtown Woodward (GREEN) - Boundaries: to the North - West Grand Blvd; to the East - Chrysler Freeway; to
the South – Fisher Freeway; and to the West - Lodge Freeway

The scope and parameters of the project have not made it possible to complete as thorough an examination of each
district as would be ideal. While the data can provide some insights, a deeper analysis would require interviews and
conversations with individuals in Detroit familiar with the various districts. In reviewing the interactive map depicting asset
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mapping findings, Matt Clayson of the Detroit Creative Corridor Center provided a number of observations and insights
that inform the commentary that follows.
The most successful cultural districts and corridors offer a distinct and evolving blend of community, educational,
recreational, entrepreneurial, and entertainment venues and environments that generate depth in the creative fabric of a
city. They provide the necessary workspaces, galleries, theaters, cafés, streets and public spaces that provide critical
social and economic spaces of interaction among a varied mix of stakeholders and interest groups, cultural producers,
artists, entrepreneurs and residents. Against these characteristics and ideal conditions for success, what observations
can be made about the three chosen districts?
FIGURE 31: DISTRICTS AND BOUNDARIES FOR IDENTIFIED CULTURAL DISTRICTS
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Northwest Seven Mile District (Larger Map inserted in Appendix E)
The concentration of cultural resources in this area can be attributed to a number of factors. It enjoys strong building stock
including a significant number of heritage properties. The larger district is made up of strong smaller neighborhoods; each
with interesting histories and strong identities. While mapping has revealed some creative cultural enterprises, many exist
but still operate ‘under the radar screen’; further mapping work would undoubtedly reveal a larger and more diverse range
of enterprises. One downside of the unique histories of individual neighborhoods is the challenge this poses to build a
cohesive identity and ‘brand’ as a cultural district.
The district has interesting stories associated with it. For example, until the 1970s, this area was home to the ‘Avenue of
Fashion’ a center of high-end clothing retail. Despite stories such as this, the district lacks a unified brand or identity that
makes it challenging to market effectively both from a residential perspective and strong creative district perspective.
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Downtown Woodward
Despite the concentration of creative cultural industries the district faces the challenge that a great deal of this activity is
located in a number of large buildings and therefore not visible at street level. Little signage exists to indicate or reflect the
high concentration of creative activity in areas. While this proximity of firms may bring some advantages in terms of
creative synergies and collaborations, the location of these firms reduces a feeling at the street level of a vibrant creative
environment and cultural ecology. The streetscape lacks the more intimate spaces that would encourage people to walk
and interact.
Some of the strategies being employed by the Detroit Creative Corridor Center to help shape a more cohesive identity as
a creative district involve trying to direct companies into more visible spaces. Other strategies include efforts to enhance
public spaces as well as by facilitating the creation small interior spaces (sometimes by reclaiming street level retail) to
serve as multi-purpose environments where individual entrepreneurs can gather and interact. Finally, there are efforts to
improve signage for those buildings with strong concentrations of creative enterprises.
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Midtown Woodward
Midtown is home to many of the city’s anchor non-profit cultural institutions (e.g., museums, art galleries, performing arts
companies and facilities). In addition to the draw of these anchor institutions, mapping results also reveals a high
concentration of commercial art galleries and bookstores. These retail creative cultural industries rely on a concentration
that live, work and shop in the area. With a higher level of ‘feet on the street’ this district exhibits the greatest number of
characteristics of successful cultural districts described above.
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Chapter 3:
Detroit Stories
The stories communicated in this chapter speak to the
important role being played by entrepreneurs, artists, creative
enterprises, and community-based initiatives and their
collective contribution to building the social as well as
economic capital critical to renewal and revitalization
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3.1 Introduction
Collecting community stories and civic storytelling are integral methods to fostering community engagement and
reinforcing civic identity. Cultural mapping is employed to locate these stories and celebrate their connections to
community identity and to establish a sense of place. Mapping both tangible cultural assets and stories are equally
important and mutually supporting facets of any cultural mapping project.
In this portrait of Detroit, stories can play a number of vital roles:







Bringing the mapping data and analysis to life by providing concrete examples that illustrate insights
emerging from the analytics
Rooting facts in a human context that enable us to explore the “who” and “how” as well as the “what” of
Detroit’s cultural profile
Showcasing virtual assets, social networks and influencers that aren’t captured through traditional
listings and databases. The website “I am Young Detroit” is just one example. Stories can also highlight
the intersections of diverse collaborators and their activities
Demonstrating the positive developments in the city. Individual success stories help change perceptions
and accelerate a sense of empowerment for individuals, neighborhoods and the city as a whole. They
also help redefine Detroit’s image nationally and internationally
Capturing emergent activities that illustrate potential trends

This story “reservoir” or primer can be updated regularly to reflect the dynamic nature of Detroit’s cultural landscape. It
consists of extended profiles with links to Web content as well as a number of short, easy-to-scan overviews.
Altogether this primer provides a starting point for generating additional content and new stories.
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3.2 Notable Detroit Stories
In the context of this report stories can illustrate many different ways of accelerating value creation from economic
sustainability to social benefits. The 2008 Greater Detroit Creative Business Accelerator Strategy noted the creative
economy and its related talent pool “are a robust engine for both organic business growth and the attraction of new
businesses to the region… The further development of the Detroit Creative Economy brand is an important driver of other
project goals such as talent retention and attraction, and developing creative density in Downtown Detroit.” These stories
help illustrate the many ways that creativity is being harnessed.

3.2.1 Madison Theater
Jane Jacobs is quoted as saying, “New ideas require old buildings”. Madison Theater is one of many illustrations of this
principle of repurposing older structures in Detroit. The space is currently used as an entrepreneurial hub for tech startups. In the late 1920s, when Grand Circus Park was the center of Detroit’s shopping and entertainment districts, the
Madison was a significant cultural hub in the downtown core. It was the first theater in Michigan to screen a full-length
talking picture, “The Jazz Singer”, which opened on Dec. 25, 1927. By the late 1920s, Grand Circus Park became the
center of Detroit’s shopping and entertainment districts and the Madison’s business boomed.
In 2011, entrepreneur Dan Gilbert transformed the building into a new home for Web developers as part of what is now
being called "Web-ward" Avenue. Gilbert purchased the building in January as part of a plan to attract other companies to
the City. Rechristened the M@dison by Dan Gilbert and his Rock Ventures LLC, the $12 million makeover includes a
business incubator and the offices of Detroit Venture Partners, which is Gilbert’s business accelerator and venture capital
partnership. As reported by CBS Detroit’s Max Rousch, “One of Gilbert’s partners in the venture, serial entrepreneur and
best-selling business author Josh Linkner, said Detroit is seeing an ‘entrepreneurial movement … transforming a City that
100 years ago was the Silicon Valley of its day, but which lost its way over the last few decades… we’re talking about
regaining our mojo”.
Links: http://detroit.cbslocal.com/2012/01/30/rock-ventures-shows-off-spectacular-madison-building-restoration/
http://www.google.ca/search?q=Madison+Theater+Detroit&hl=en&client=safari&rls=en&prmd=imvns&tbm=isch&tbo=u&s
ource=univ&sa=X&ei=PRmeT-fzJcWv6AHU142KDw&ved=0CD0QsAQ&biw=1100&bih=624
Video: http://vimeo.com/35652615
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Madison Theater
Location: 1555 Broadway St.
Built: 1917
Notable for: major
entrepreneurial hub for tech
start-up
Key player: Dan Gilbert

3.2.2 The Design Sector
Detroit’s design sector has proven to be one of the most resilient and influential sectors in a number of ways. The 2008
“Creative Cluster Regional Assessment” report by Angelou Economics pegged the direct economic output of Detroit’s
design industry at nearly $1 billion with indirect and induced output contributing an additional $800 million to Detroit’s
economy. At approximately $1.8 billion, the report described the design industry’s economic output throughout the Detroit
metropolitan area as, “more than twice as large as the combined impacts of the film, music, and performing and visual
arts industries.”
Employing the third greatest number of Detroit workers among all the creative sectors examined, design today plays an
increasingly significant role in other fields. The benefits of a thriving local design community extend beyond the industry
itself in terms of supporting innovation, entrepreneurship and competitiveness.
Detroit’s design sector also benefits from the vitality of the region’s concentration of internationally recognized design
education institutions. Cranbrook Academy of Art offers leading graduate programs in industrial design, architecture and
graphic communication. The College for Creative Studies is regarded as one of the leading automobile design schools in
the world and also offers degrees in graphic communication. The University of Michigan’s Integrated Product
Development (IPD) integrates expertise in business, engineering and design. Its architecture and urban planning
programs are also well-regarded.
The College for Creative Studies renovated the Argonaut Building to create the Taubman Center for Design Education, a
facility that includes design programs, houses the Detroit Creative Corridor Center, and provides space for a number of
creative ventures, like Shinola (http://shinola.com/). The College’s expertise goes far beyond automobile design. The
Taubman Center development has been very impactful in advancing conversations on design.Lawrence Technological
University offers several examples of the impact of harnessing diverse types of design expertise and practical learning
experiences in the service of economic development and community engagement.

detroitSHOP
Lawrence Tech’s downtown Detroit design lab is a multi-disciplinary design studio that promotes Detroit through applied
research and theory that combines urban design, architecture, graphic design, industrial design and community
engagement. Bringing together educators, professionals, businesses and students to promote innovation and design
thinking as practical business solutions helps position design as a powerful agent of change.
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Lawrence Technological
University
Location: Across Detroit
Notable for: Creative, multidisciplinary partnerships
Key players: detroitSHOP,
Studio Couture Detroit,
makeLab

Studio Couture Detroit
This multi-purpose arts incubator, supported by Lawrence Tech, includes a gallery, student-directed design studio and
community arts space. Its mission is to use art and design methodologies to promote community building and urban
renewal. Studio Couture also partners college students with local businesses, especially underrepresented populations in
need of design services to enhance their competitiveness. Programming of the gallery space explores and celebrates the
art and design history of Detroit and Michigan. It also hosts student exhibitions from local universities.

3.2.3 Reclaimed Spaces for Artists and Entrepreneurs
Ponyride is a study in how the foreclosure crisis can have a positive impact on communities by providing cheap space for
socially conscious artists and entrepreneurs to work and share knowledge, resources and networks. Phil Cooley, one of
the owners of Slows BBQ in Corktown, purchased an 80-year old vacant building in Corktown for $100,000. His vision
was to keep the building out of the hands of speculators and give it back to the community as a creative business
incubator – a place where entrepreneurs, artists and urban pioneers could stake a claim in the renaissance of Detroit. He
rents space in the 30,000 square-foot warehouse out at $0.10-$0.20 per square foot, which includes the cost of utilities.
Tenants are also helping to restore the building to its industrial architectural heritage.
Ponyride is now home to an eclectic group of organizations including a hip hop dance studio, the fencing center En
Garde! Detroit, Simply Suzanne Granola and Stukenborg letter press. In addition, all the Tenants spend two Sundays a
month teaching local kids about their craft. The incubator is also creating an open-source description of its own
operations, successes and mistakes. "Ponyride is a tool to challenge the imagination," said Nick Piotrowski, Ponyride's
office manager and Executive Board member in an interview with University of Michigan professor Michael Gordon.
Other high-profile business venture tenants include:

The Empowerment Plan
This inspiring operation center focuses on a coat for the homeless that is self-heated, waterproof, and transforms into a
sleeping bag at night. The coat is produced by homeless women who are paid to produce coats for others living on the
street. The Empowerment Plan’s model creates jobs for those that desire them and coats for those that need them at no
cost. Context Furniture
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Ponyride
Location: 1401 Vermont St
Notable for: Creating
affordable spaces for the
creative sector
Key player: Phil Cooley

Context is a mass-customization furniture manufacturing company founded by Bryce and Kerry Moore in 2003. Context
aims to reduce the barrier of entry for local businesses and artists who need manufacturing resources. Their collections
have garnered a mass of media attention from major design publications like ID and dwell.

LaPrairie Wood Works
A design and build wood working company in residence at Ponyride that produces handmade, one-of-a-kind pieces for a
range of clientele. With roots in historic preservation, LaPrairie Wood Works is committed to the restoration of Detroit’s
homes, businesses and communities through hands on experiential education with customers.
Link: http://www.profmichaelgordon.com/2012/04/detroit-bar-bq-and-ponyride.html
Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DT1iCrN96PI
A number of other spaces have been created that function in similar ways (i.e., The Green Garage, FAB Lab, SignalReturn, etc.).

3.2.4 Southwest Housing Solutions
Southwest Housing Solutions developed the Third Precinct Police Station building and secured 555 Nonprofit Gallery and
Studios and Classic Landscape as anchor tenants to help revitalize the neighborhood on the eastern side of I-75 and the
Ambassador Bridge.

555 Nonprofit Gallery and Studios
555 is a volunteer based artist-run organization. The organization signed a 10-year lease with Southwest Housing
Solutions to convert the former Third Precinct Police Station located at 2801 W. Vernor Highway to include artist studios,
communal workshops, exhibition space, community arts programming, an artists in residency program and office space
for non-profit and community organizations. The 7,000 square foot space has been stripped to raw concrete; however, the
21 jail cells are still intact. The location now includes 2,000 square foot of gallery and exhibition space, a 500 square foot
education and programming studio, seven private studio spaces ranging from 100-200 square foot and the
aforementioned jail cells, which 555 quips are "ready to be used for creativity."
555 facilitates the development of emerging artists, offers exhibition and installation space, leads and collaborates in the
development of programs for the visual and performing arts and provides workspace for practicing artists. It builds public
awareness of the arts through collaborative projects with other non-profit arts and community organizations.
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SW Housing Solutions
Location: 1920 25th Street
Notable for: Creating
affordable spaces for the
creative sector
Key player: 555 Nonprofit
Gallery and Studios

555's Residency Program is intended to create a stronger, creatively driven city by providing space for arts and
community dialogue. In addition, The Gallery provides rental studio space for local affordable, accessible, flexible, and
open to a diverse audience. Artists are able to engage with residents as both teachers and students.
Link: http://www.555arts.org/

3.2.5 Social Media Innovation
Urban Innovation Exchange
This initiative showcases and advances Detroit's growing social innovation movement with an impressive host of
collaborators. It is led by Issue Media Group with Data Driven Detroit, The Civic Commons, and a coalition of media and
community partners.

Urban Innovation Exchange
Notable for: Hub for exchange
on social innovation ideas and
projects

Programs and projects showcased include: The Urban Network, a multi-purpose, community-centered business
consisting of a bookstore, an entertainment company, and a publishing outfit; Young Adults of Heidelberg (YAH), a branch
of the Heidelberg Project that engages young adults 18-35 to advance the Heidelberg mission and gain professional
development in Detroit's growing arts industry.
Key collaborators include: Delphia Simmons of Thrive Detroit; Bobby Smith of En Garde! Detroit; Yusef Bunchy Shakur
founder of the Urban Network; Amy Kaherl, organizer of Detroit SOUP; Matthew Naimi, of Recycle Here; Erik Howard, cofounder of Young Nation; Jeff Sturges from Mount Elliott Makerspace; Peggy Brennan, co-founder of the Green Garage
and Deirdre Greene Groves, Executive Director of the Collaborative Group and coordinator of Challenge Detroit.
Links: http://www.UIXDetroit.com/about/about.aspx , http://www.facebook.com/UIXDetroit

3.2.6 I am Young Detroit .com
Founder Margarita Barry launched this blog in 2010 to profile Detroit’s under 40 dreamers and doers. The profile of
change-makers has become a popular hub of information on the City’s transformation.

I Am Young Detroit

Barry is a serial entrepreneur in her own right. Her start-up credentials include: Detroit Design Lab, a web-design firm that
services small businesses; 71 POP, a pop-up retail venture; and Bohomodern, another online retail brand. She recently
launched a Kickstarter campaign to raise money for a retail location to showcase local design and fashion talents.

Notable for: Profiles of young
entrepreneurs in Detroit

Visitors to the site can nominate innovators to be profiled on the site as well as share their own stories. It has already had
an important influence on mainstream media coverage of Detroit. In an interview with Esha Chhabra for The Christian
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Key Player: Margarita Barry

Science Monitor Barry reported, “The mainstream media has been looking to us to source material for their stories; to find
out what cool things are happening on the ground floor and who's doing it.”
To date, I am Young Detroit has celebrated over 20 of Detroit's young “placemakers.” Many of those featured have gone
on to benefit from their increased profile by attracting investment and support. Barry herself embodies the ethos of the
blog. As she notes in her Monitor interview, “The opportunities that I saw here to live and create affordably are what kept
me here. In Detroit I own three businesses that are well-received and growing, I bought a beautiful house for under
$10,000 that I'll get to live in and enjoy, and I've been able to meet and connect with hundreds of people who inspire me
on a daily basis. Besides that, the community that I have gotten to know and love, they make me feel welcomed,
supported, appreciated – what more could I ask for really?”
Links: http://www.csmonitor.com/World/Making-a-difference/Change-Agent/2012/0120/Young-Detroit-founder-tellsstories-of-hope-and-progress
http://www.csmonitor.com/Photo-Galleries/In-Pictures/Detroit-retooled

3.2.7 Black History 101 Mobile Museum
For over 20 years Khalid el-Hakim has been curating a traveling collection of African-American culture out of a 30-footlong, 12-foot-wide trailer that sports a dramatic mural by Detroit graffiti artist Sintex. The rolling museum draws its exhibits
from an archive of over 5,000 objects. The exhibit depicts black memorabilia from slavery to Hip Hop. Khalid el-Hakim
teaches social studies at Detroit Lions Academy on the City's east side but his second classroom has him making stops
across the US at schools, communities, colleges and universities.
Some of the Museum’s rare treasures include original documents from historic black figures during slavery, the Jim Crow
era, music, sports, the Civil Rights and Black Power era, and popular culture. Some of the prominent pieces include a rare
slave bill of sale and various documents signed by Booker T. Washington, Ralph Bunche, Rosa Parks, The Honorable
Elijah Muhammad, Malcolm X, Muhammad Ali, Shirley Chisholm, Dr. Dorothy Height, Alex Haley and Carter G. Woodson.
The Museum also draws numerous high-profile speakers including Professor Griff of Public Enemy, Jessica Care Moore,
Fred Hampton Jr., The Last Poets, Brother J of X-Clan and author Sam Greenlee.
Khalid el-Hakim, the museum's founder and curator, says, "My mission is to raise the consciousness of the human family
by sharing artifacts that celebrate the contributions, achievements, and experiences of African Americans. I want people
to walk away as inspired as I've been as a collector and student of this history”.
Link: http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/02/01/black-history-101-mobile-museum_n_1243956.html
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Black History 101 Mobile
Museum
Notable for: Traveling exhibit
of 5,000 historical artifacts on
black history
Key player: Khalid el-Hakim

3.3 Creative Snapshots
3.3.1 Stories that Reflect Cultural Sector
A Robust Theater Community
According to the mapping findings, Detroit is home to several for-profit and nonprofit theaters.








Plowshares Theater Company - For over 20 years, Plowshares has been Michigan’s only professional AfricanAmerican theater company. It has been the alternative voice in metro Detroit's performing arts community. A
theater that offers a true off-Broadway experience, with the kind of entertaining, and diverse productions that has
made it a favorite among discerning patrons. Plowshares is an urban theater with a distinctly Detroit style.
Majestic Theater - Steeped in history, designed by C. Howard Crane, the theater opened in 1915 as the largest
theater in the world of its kind. Since the mid1980s, the Theater has been the site of memorable concerts
featuring touring indie rock, blues; jazz, folk, hip hop and world beat artists.
The Hinterlands - A theater company that creates original, multi-disciplinary performance works through
explosive and ecstatic training and play. They engage the community through direct collaboration and exchange.
Puppet ART Center - The center includes an intimate 70-person theater, a museum with a growing collection of
puppets and a studio featuring various workshops.
The Music Hall Center for the Performing Arts, the Detroit Opera House and The Fox Theatre represent some of
the larger performing arts venues concentrated in Downtown Detroit.

Media and the Message
Detroit’s design, media and communications sectors often merge to generate interesting creative cultural hybrids.
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Model D - This web-based magazine has been creating new narratives for Detroit since 2005. Its editorial focus
highlights development, redevelopment, creative people and businesses, job creation, vibrant neighborhoods and
cool places to live, work and play. The venture has now expanded to a number of cities including Washington and
Toronto.
Signal–Return - A multi-use center for fine art, design, craft and literary arts located in Eastern Market, this
venture connects the local community to traditional and emerging forms of printing in a variety of ways. It
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combines traditional print processes with a retail store, gallery, apprenticeship, curating and preservation
programs.








DETROIT LIVES! - A media and design collective whose aim is to spread a positive message about the city and
its people.
L3C - A small creative agency and social brand that takes on a variety of localized projects – documentary films,
public art, innovative forms of community engagement.
Allied Media Projects - AMP shares and develops models for transforming communities through creative
communications. The Allied Media Conference, held every summer in Detroit, unites the worlds of media, art,
technology, education and social justice. Participants build knowledge and relationships that continue to grow
throughout the year.
Order & Other - A creative agency specializing in digital media, Order & Other gives back to the community by
regularly hosting a film collective, sharing resources with other local filmmakers, and facilitating workshops and
other creative projects to help shape a fresh narrative for Detroit.
Detroit Digital Justice Coalition - This coalition works with Detroiters on universal access, participation and
common ownership of media. They focus on those who have traditionally been excluded from the media and help
them share their voice, tell their own stories, and own the means of transmission.

3.3.2 Stories that Reflect Themes of Re-Imaging Detroit initiative
Entrepreneurial Development
The fastest-growing tech-job market in the U.S. in 2011 was Detroit.
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TechTown – A business incubator created and spun out of of Wayne State University as an independent nonprofit entity to encourage regional economic revitalization as the university’s research and technology park,
TechTown has assisted nearly 650 companies that have created more than 1,000 jobs since 2007.
Bizdom - A non-profit, founded by serial entrepreneur Dan Gilbert, a partner at Detroit Venture Partners. Bizdom
helps provide the support and resources necessary for aspiring entrepreneurs to get their businesses off the
ground.
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New Detroit - Founded decades ago, this is a nationally recognized leader in teaching small non-profits how to
strengthen their organizations—from the use of technology to board development and fundraising.
Detroit Labs - Successful veterans of the mobile industry specializing in iPhone, iPad and Android app
development, this group aims to help revitalize Detroit by producing cutting edge technology in the heart of
downtown and fostering a strong community of entrepreneurs.
Detroit FAB Lab - A multi-use space that incubates artists, start-up businesses and small companies while
providing a cooperative working and social environment that will foster innovation. It features strong connections
to TechTown and provides businesses services such as coaching, networking and mentoring through TechTown’s
THRIVE program.
Detroit Nation - The organization is dedicated to supporting the region by directing money, skills and energy of
native Detroiters now living elsewhere to people and organizations engaged in economic development, cultural
innovation and job creation in Southeastern Michigan.
ZeroBase Energy - Clean-tech start-up ZeroBase Energy has moved from Maine to the Next Energy building,
adjacent to TechTown, bring ten jobs and an internship with it.

Re-Imagining Land Use
Arts and real estate spark creativity in Detroit.



Power House Productions – Artists and co-founders Mitch Cope and Gina Reichet hope that the prospect of
inexpensive housing will help lure other artists to their Detroit neighborhood. With the formation of Power House
Productions, they have created a formal, community-driven, artist-in-residency program focused on social
engagement and public art. The objective is to bring in creative talent from around the world for collaborative art
projects, performances, live radio broadcasts and multimedia productions. Two initiatives of note:

•

•
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Ride-it Sculpture Park - Billed as the first sculpture park where you can ride the art, the project consists of
four vacant commercial lots and an adjacent vacant house. The house serves as a mini indoor skate park
and residence for visiting skateboarders and artists. The park will extend into neighborhood alleys,
garages and other vacant lots.
The Sound House project is home to 13XXXHZ, artist Jon Brumit's recording project. It features a sitespecific house painting by RETNA and Richard Colman.
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Garage Cultural/ Garaje Cultural - Lydia Gutierrez of La Hacienda Foods is one of several supporters of this
Mexicantown neighborhood center for the visual and performing arts. Gutierrez’s tortilla-making business is
renovating an 18,000square foot warehouse where 8,000square foot will be dedicated toward the Garaje Cultural.
The Center’s “Art Shop” and Studios enable locals to produce and promote their work as well as provide
workshops and classes.
Why Don't We Own This? Website - Loveland Technologies is taking this site to a new level by using userfriendly mapping tools to show 47,000 vacant government-owned properties that are for sale inside the city limits.
The site will let users send official applications to buy straight to the city, either privately or publicly. The public
applications will let others critique and compare ideas.
Bloom Town - This project, led by project directors Ellen Donnelly and John Donnelly, memorializes six razed
Detroit Houses through an “artscape” of monochromatic gardens. Bloom Town is an artwork as well as
architectural project designed to inspire change, hope, transformation and empowerment. It celebrates beauty,
memory and community. The Bloom Town gardens site are being leased from the City of Detroit through the
Adopt-a-Lot permit program. The Donnelley’s teamed up with the Next Detroit Neighborhood Initiative's
"Neighborhood's In-Bloom" program to locate the gardens within one of their targeted neighborhoods to pool
community resources and to coordinate on-going garden maintenance.

The ideas of Bloomtown, the Detroit Mural Factory, ArtsCorpsDetroit, Lincoln Street Art Park, Loveland Technologies’
“Why Don't We Own This” initiative and others are all examples of creative responses to vacant land and abandoned
places.

Woodward Creative Corridor and Anchor Institutions
A variety of ventures are flourishing here.
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Detroit Creative Corridor Center and Creative Venture - Extends business acceleration services to Detroit’s
creative community. Represent some of Detroit’s most promising design and creative talent – fashion designers,
architects, photographers, filmmakers, graphic designers, media producers and more. All are doing something to
innovate creativity in their fields, and all are growing their businesses in Detroit.
Webward Avenue - Initiative to position Jefferson to Grand Circus Park as the place where you can graduate
from college and go to work in this area because it has cool technology and creative jobs. The M@dison building
is the catalyst for Webward by providing co-working spaces where people can work in the M@dison by the day.
The 150-person auditorium host numerous technology events and creative summits.
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SCM Studios, 323 East Gallery - Together they have activated seven vacant storefronts in downtown Detroit
with dozens of curated installations through a grassroots public art project.
North End Studios - A collective workspace of several up-and-coming artists and musicians. On occasional
evenings, the space takes on an alternate moniker—Sparklewood—where shows and dance parties often last
into the wee hours.
Heritage Works - Heritage Works is committed to supporting the creative, educational and vocational
development of all children and families with a special focus on youth and families of color. Heritage Works
provides programs in cultural enrichment, performance and visual arts, health and wellness, and academic and
professional skills development.

Sustainable City Agenda







Eastern Market - Renowned for its Saturday Market, the market and the adjacent district are rare finds – a
thriving local food district with more than 250 independent vendors and merchants processing, wholesaling, and
retailing food.
Grown in Detroit - This cooperative of the city’s 37 market gardens gather together to sell their produce. They
provide a direct link between a public hungry for fresh produce and Detroit’s urban food producers. Launched in
2006 with modest sales of $600, sales are projected to hit $60,000 in 2012.
Green Garage - In a historic building in the Midtown area, this business enterprise is the hub of a community of
people dedicated to Detroit's sustainable future.
Detroit SOUP - This public dinner and platform for community connections are an experiment in micro-funding
and bringing together various communities to explore opportunities to support creative people in Detroit. A mere
$5 gets you soup, salad, bread and a vote on which initiative to fund.
Detroit Bus Company - Launching in 2012, it will connect Detroit's most disconnected neighborhoods with hip,
art-covered buses on a pay-as-you-go or monthly plans.

Robust Arts and Culture Ecosystem
A high percentage of non-profit cultural organizations in Detroit contribute to a robust cultural ecology. One of the defining
characteristics of the cultural sector is the interdependence of for-profit and not-for-profit sectors.
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Russell Industrial Center - One of the largest art exhibition and small business havens in the Midwest, the
Russell Industrial Center boasts over 150 commercial tenants from diverse creative fields including architects,
painters, clothing designers, glass blowers, wood craftsman, metal sculptors and graphic designers.
Detroit Artists Market (DAM) - DAM was founded in 1932 in the midst of the Great Depression. The organization
provides artists with funding and educates public taste through the exhibition and sale of work by the finest of
Detroit’s local artists.
Heidelberg Project -The project is recognized around the world as a demonstration of the power of creativity in
creating hope and a bright vision for the future.
OmniCorpDetroit - This group of designers, artists, engineers, musicians, thinkers, do-ers and makers gets
together to build new things as well as share and collaborate within the Detroit community.
The Alley Project – The Alley Project in Southwest Detroit presents graffiti as art and gives producers safe and
legal places to practice, along with opportunities to teach and give back to the community. In addition to common
spaces for community gatherings and events, the Alley Project also features an alleyway of high-quality graffiti
murals.
Detroit Declaration - Thousands have signed on to this declaration that includes the statement: “Preserve our
authenticity and celebrate and elevate that which makes Detroit unique—local art, music, food, design,
architecture, culture—to build a stronger local economy, cultivate creativity. Build an infrastructure to foster and
promote emerging talent in one of Detroit’s greatest strengths, the arts: music, film, visual arts, design, and other
creative industries.”
Detroit Party Marching Band - An ever-evolving collective of Detroit area musicians who make impromptu
performances inspired by the passion and spirit of Mardi Gras and Carnival.
Community Supported Art (CSA) -This new model of buying art is based on traditional CSAs – where the "A"
stands for agriculture. ArtServe Michigan will bring a fresh crop of art from a dozen artists to art collectors. This
innovative model of investment not only supports artists in the creation of new work but builds connections with
local collectors and patrons.
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Next Steps
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A Beginning Not an End
Unprecedented challenges confront the City of Detroit. Several ambitious initiatives are underway aimed at addressing
these challenges. Strengthening local economies during times of major economic transformation requires creativity and
enterprise. Ample evidence of both is found throughout this report. The creative cultural sector also epitomizes the ‘new
economy’ of smaller, more nimble entrepreneurial enterprises that carry with them a different kind of economic narrative
than the one associated with Detroit’s past.
Detroit’s decline over several decades has brought with it a negative narrative of a “dying city” that has been hard to
reverse or ‘reimagine.’ It is hoped that the findings from the Detroit Cultural Mapping Project will make a small contribution
to challenging this resilient narrative.
As noted earlier, the value of baseline cultural mapping undertaken in the Detroit Cultural Mapping Project is to provide
insights into current conditions and benchmarks against which to assess future change. The true potential of the work will
only be realized if it is understood as the beginning not the end of cultural mapping in Detroit.
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Immediate Steps
The following action items begin a process to ensure the mapping work begun by the Detroit Cultural Mapping Project can
be sustained and extended over time. While any future mapping agenda will need to be flexible to respond to changing
needs and priorities, there is a logical sequence of certain activities or initiatives that must be put in place first in order to
build the capacity needed to undertake others. The following items have been sequenced based on this logic.

Action Steps for the Kresge Foundation
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Develop and implement a communications plan to raise awareness of the project and its findings
Convene stakeholders working on the comprehensive initiative to revitalize the City of Detroit to share and align
the findings of this report
Secure a respected source to serve as the sole repository to maintain cultural mapping data, and examine the
potential for an ongoing cultural mapping partnership with the four Data Partners and other interested agencies or
stakeholders
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Creative Vitality in Detroit
The Detroit Cultural Mapping Project – Appendices
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Cultural Heritage
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Natural Heritage and Community Cultural Organizations
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Appendix B: Creative Definitions
The Creative Economy Analysis follows the definition developed by Dr. Richard Florida and Dean Roger Martin of the
Rotman School of Management at the University of Toronto whom placed creative occupations within four broad types of
work:






Creative occupations – the growing number of people who are paid to think. These include scientists and
technologists, artists and entertainers, and managers and analysts.
Service occupations – where work involves little autonomy, and occupations are focused on the delivery of
services, including food-service workers, janitors, and clerks.
Physical occupations – consisting of people who use physical skills and carry out relatively repetitive tasks,
such as tradespersons, mechanics, crane operators, and assembly line workers.
Resource occupations (FFF) – consisting of occupations in fishing, farming and agriculture, forestry (FFF) and
mining.

The following is the 2010 Standard Occupational Classification defined by the creative economy.

Creative Class

9

11-0000

Management Occupations
11-1000 Top Executives
11-2000 Advertising, Marketing, Promotions, Public Relations, and Sales Managers
11-3000 Operations Specialties Managers
11-9000 Other Management Occupations

13-0000

Business and Financial Operations Occupations
13-1000 Business Operations Specialists
13-2000 Financial Specialists

15-0000

Computer and Mathematical Occupations
15-1100 Computer Occupations
15-2000 Mathematical Science Occupations
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17-0000

Architecture and Engineering Occupations
17-1000 Architects, Surveyors, and Cartographers
17-2000 Engineers
17-3000 Drafters, Engineering Technicians, and Mapping Technicians

19-0000

Life, Physical, and Social Science Occupations
19-1000 Life Scientists
19-2000 Physical Scientists
19-3000 Social Scientists and Related Workers
19-4000 Life, Physical, and Social Science Technicians

21-0000

Community and Social Service Occupations
21-1000 Counselors, Social Workers, and Other Community and Social Service Specialists

23-0000

Legal Occupations
23-1000 Lawyers, Judges, and Related Workers

25-0000

Education, Training, and Library Occupations
25-1000 Postsecondary Teachers
25-2000 Preschool, Primary, Secondary, and Special Education School Teachers
25-3000 Other Teachers and Instructors
25-4000 Librarians, Curators, and Archivists

27-0000

Arts, Design, Entertainment, Sports, and Media Occupations
27-1000 Art and Design Workers
27-2000 Entertainers and Performers, Sports and Related Workers
27-3000 Media and Communication Workers

29-0000

Healthcare Practitioners and Technical Occupations
29-1000 Health Diagnosing and Treating Practitioners
29-2000 Health Technologists and Technicians
29-9000 Other Healthcare Practitioners and Technical Occupations
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Service Class
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21-0000

Community and Social Service Occupations
21-2000 Religious Workers

23-0000

Legal Occupations
23-2000 Legal Support Workers

25-0000

Education, Training, and Library Occupations
25-9000 Other Education, Training, and Library Occupations

27-0000

Arts, Design, Entertainment, Sports, and Media Occupations
27-4000 Media and Communication Equipment Workers

31-0000

Healthcare Support Occupations
31-1000 Nursing, Psychiatric, and Home Health Aides
31-2000 Occupational Therapy and Physical Therapist Assistants and Aides
31-9000 Other Healthcare Support Occupations

33-0000

Protective Service Occupations
33-1000 Supervisors of Protective Service Workers
33-2000 Fire Fighting and Prevention Workers
33-3000 Law Enforcement Workers
33-9000 Other Protective Service Workers

35-0000

Food Preparation and Serving Related Occupations
35-1000 Supervisors of Food Preparation and Serving Workers
35-2000 Cooks and Food Preparation Workers
35-3000 Food and Beverage Serving Workers
35-9000 Other Food Preparation and Serving Related Workers

39-0000

Personal Care and Service Occupations
39-1000 Supervisors of Personal Care and Service Workers
39-2000 Animal Care and Service Workers
39-3000 Entertainment Attendants and Related Workers
39-4000 Funeral Service Workers
39-5000 Personal Appearance Workers
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39-6000
39-7000
39-9000

Baggage Porters, Bellhops, and Concierges
Tour and Travel Guides
Other Personal Care and Service Workers

41-0000

Sales and Related Occupations
41-1000 Supervisors of Sales Workers
41-2000 Retail Sales Workers
41-3000 Sales Representatives, Services
41-4000 Sales Representatives, Wholesale and Manufacturing
41-9000 Other Sales and Related Workers

43-0000

Office and Administrative Support Occupations
43-1000 Supervisors of Office and Administrative Support Workers
43-2000 Communications Equipment Operators
43-3000 Financial Clerks
43-4000 Information and Record Clerks
43-5000 Material Recording, Scheduling, Dispatching, and Distributing Workers
43-6000 Secretaries and Administrative Assistants
43-9000 Other Office and Administrative Support Workers

Working Class
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37-0000

Building and Grounds Cleaning and Maintenance Occupations
37-1000 Supervisors of Building and Grounds Cleaning and Maintenance Workers
37-2000 Building Cleaning and Pest Control Workers
37-3000 Grounds Maintenance Workers

47-0000

Construction and Extraction Occupations
47-1000 Supervisors of Construction and Extraction Workers
47-2000 Construction Trades Workers
47-3000 Helpers, Construction Trades
47-4000 Other Construction and Related Workers
47-5000 Extraction Workers
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49-0000

Installation, Maintenance, and Repair Occupations
49-1000 Supervisors of Installation, Maintenance, and Repair Workers
49-2000 Electrical and Electronic Equipment Mechanics, Installers, and Repairers
49-3000 Vehicle and Mobile Equipment Mechanics, Installers, and Repairers
49-9000 Other Installation, Maintenance, and Repair Occupations

51-0000

Production Occupations
51-1000 Supervisors of Production Workers
51-2000 Assemblers and Fabricators
51-3000 Food Processing Workers
51-4000 Metal Workers and Plastic Workers
51-6000 Textile, Apparel, and Furnishings Workers
51-7000 Woodworkers
51-8000 Plant and System Operators
51-9000 Other Production Occupations

53-0000

Transportation and Material Moving Occupations
53-1000 Supervisors of Transportation and Material Moving Workers
53-2000 Air Transportation Workers
53-3000 Motor Vehicle Operators
53-4000 Rail Transportation Workers
53-5000 Water Transportation Workers
53-6000 Other Transportation Workers
53-7000 Material Moving Workers

Farming, Fishing, and Forestry
45-0000
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Farming, Fishing, and Forestry Occupations
45-1000 Supervisors of Farming, Fishing, and Forestry Workers
45-2000 Agricultural Workers
45-3000 Fishing and Hunting Workers
45-4000 Forest, Conservation, and Logging Workers
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Appendix C: Cultural Definitions
Cultural Occupations were defined using the New England Foundation for the Arts the Creative Economy: A New
Definition framework. The framework outlines the following cultural and cultural support occupations.

Cultural Occupations
11-2011
11-2031
17-1011
17-3011
19-1023
19-3091
19-3093
25-4011
25-4012
25-4013
25-4021
25-4031
25-9011
27-1011
27-1012
27-1013
27-1014
27-1019
27-1021
27-1022
27-1023
27-1024
27-1025
27-2011
27-2012
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Advertising And Promotions Managers
Public Relations Managers
Architects, Except Landscape And Naval
Landscape Architects
Zoologists And Wildlife Biologists
Anthropologists And Archeologists
Historians
Archivists
Curators
Museum Technicians And Conservators
Librarians
Library Technicians
Audio Visual Collection Specialists
Art Directors
Craft Artists
Fine Artists, Including Painters, Sculptors And Illustrators
Multi-Media Artists And Animators
Other Artists And Related Workers
Commercial And Industrial Designers
Fashion Designers
Floral Designers
Graphic Designers
Interior Designers
Actors
Producers And Directors
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27-2031
27-2032
27-2041
27-2042
27-3011
27-3012
27-3021
27-3022
27-3031
27-3041
27-3042
27-3043
27-3099
27-4011
27-4012
27-4013
27-4014
27-4021
27-4031
27-4032
27-4099
49-9061
51-6050
43-9031
49-2097

Dancers
Choreographers
Music Directors And Composers
Musicians And Singers
Radio And Television Announcers
Public Address System And Other Announcers
Broadcast News Analysts
Reporters And Correspondents
Public Relations Specialists
Editors
Technical Writers
Writers And Authors
Other Media And Communication Workers
Audio And Video Equipment Technician
Broadcast Technicians
Radio Operators
Sound Engineering Technicians
Photographers
Camera Operators
Film And Video Editors
Media And Communication Equipment Workers
Camera And Photographic Equipment Repairers
Tailors, Dressmakers, And Custom Sewers
Desktop Publishers
Home Entertainment Equipment Installers

51-7011

Cabinetmakers And Bench Carpenters

51-9071

Jewelers And Precious Stone And Metal Workers

Cultural Support Occupations
11-9041
13-1011
13-1121
25-1031
25-1061
25-1062
25-1082
25-1121
25-1122
25-1123
25-1124
25-1125
27-2099
35-2013
35-2014
39-3031
39-6021
39-6022
49-2021
51-3011
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Architectural And Engineering Managers
Agents And Business Managers Of Artists/Performers
Meeting, Convention And Event Planners
Architecture Teachers
Anthropology And Archeology Teachers
Area, Ethnic And Cultural Studies Teachers
Library Science Teachers
Art, Drama, And Music Teachers
Communications Teachers
English Language And Literature Teachers
Foreign Language And Literature Teachers
History Teachers
Other Entertainers, Performers, Sports And Related Workers
Private Household Cooks
Restaurant Cooks
Ushers, Lobby Attendants, And Ticket Takers
Tour Guides And Escorts
Travel Guides
Radio, Cellular And Tower Equipment Installers And Repairers
Bakers
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51-4061
51-4062
51-5012
51-5021
51-5022
51-5023
51-6051
51-6092
51-7021
51-7031
51-7032
51-7099
51-9123
51-9195

Model Makers, Metal And Plastic
Patternmakers, Metal And Plastic
Bookbinders
Job Printers
Prepress Technicians And Workers
Printing Machine Operators
Hand Sewers
Fabric And Apparel Patternmakers
Furniture Finishers
Wood Model Makers
Wood Patternmakers
Other Woodworkers
Painting, Coating And Decorating Workers
Modellers, Shapers, And Casters

Appendix D: Cultural Industries
Cultural Industries were defined using the New England Foundation for the Arts the Creative Economy: A New Definition
framework. The framework outlines the following industries which were placed into the value chain framework. The
framework utilizes the North America Industry Classification System (NAICS).

Creation-based Cultural Industries
519110
541310
541320
541920
541410
541420
541430
541490
541899

News Syndicates
Architectural Services
Landscape Architectural Services
Photographic Services
Interior Design Services
Industrial Design Services
Graphic Design Services
Other Specialized Design Services
All Other Services Related to Advertising

711111
711112
711120
711130
711190
711511
711512
711513

Theater (except Musical) Companies
Musical Theater and Opera Companies
Dance Companies
Musical Groups and Artists
Other Performing Arts Companies
Independent Artists, Visual Arts
Independent Actors, Comedians and Performers
Independent Writers and Authors

Production-based Cultural Industries
327110
511110
511120
511130
511190
512110
511210
512210
512220
512240
512290

16

Pottery, Ceramics and Plumbing Fixture Manufacturing
Newspaper Publishers
Periodical Publishers
Book Publishers
Other Publishers
Motion Picture and Video Production
Software Publishers
Record Production
Integrated Record Production/Distribution
Sound Recording Studios
Other Sound Recording Industries
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515110
515120
515210
519121
519122
519130
541810
541850
541860
541891
711111

Radio Broadcasting
Television Broadcasting
Pay and Specialty Television
Libraries
Archives
Internet Publishing and Broadcasting and Web Search Portals
Advertising Agencies
Display Advertising
Direct Mail Advertising
Specialty Advertising Distributors
Theater (except Musical) Companies

711112
711120
711190
711311
711321
711322
712111

Musical Theater and Opera Companies
Dance Companies
Other Performing Arts Companies
Live Theaters and Other Performing Arts Presenters
Performing Arts Promoters
Festivals without Facilities
Non-Commercial Art Museums and Galleries

712115
712119
712120
712130
712190
812921

History and Science Museums
Other Museums
Historic and Heritage Sites
Zoos and Botanical Gardens
Nature Parks and Other Similar Institutions
Photo Finishing Laboratories (except One-Hour)

Manufacturing-based Cultural Industries
414420
414440
414450
451210
451220
453920
512120
512130
512220

Book, Periodical and Newspaper Wholesaler-Distributors
Sound Recording Wholesalers
Video Cassette Wholesalers
Book Stores and News Dealers
Pre-Recorded Tape, Compact Disc and Record Stores
Art Dealers
Motion Picture and Video Distribution
Motion Picture and Video Exhibition
Integrated Record Production/Distribution

515110
515120
517112
532230
541830
541840
541870
541899
711321

Radio Broadcasting
Television Broadcasting
Cable and Other Program Distribution
Video Tape and Disc Rental
Media Buying Agencies
Media Representatives
Advertising Material Distribution Services
All Other Services Related to Advertising
Performing Arts Promoters (Presenters) without Facilities

Support Service-based Cultural Industries
451140
611610
711410
813210
813310
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Musical Instrument and Supplies Stores
Fine Arts Schools
Agents and Managers for Artists/Performers
Grant-Making and Giving Services
Social Advocacy Organizations
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813910
813920
813930
813940
813990

Business Associations
Professional Organizations
Labor Organizations
Political Organizations
Other Membership Organizations
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Map 2: Total Workforce – Where Workers Live
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Map 3: Cultural Workforce – Where Workers Live
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Map 4: Total Workforce – Where Employees Work
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Map 5: Cultural Workforce – Where Employees Work
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Map 6: Creative Cultural Industries
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Map 7: Cultural Facilities and Spaces
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Map 8: Community Cultural Organizations
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Map 9: Placemaking and Public Realm Assets
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Map 10: Northwest Seven Mile District
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Map 11: Downtown Woodward Corridor
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Map 12: Midtown Woodward Corridor
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